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TOTAL-REACTION CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS FOR CHARGED PARTICLES 

Bruce D. Wilkins 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 9, 1963 

ABSTRACT 

Total reaction cross sections have been measured forlO-MeV 

protons, 22.4-MeV deuterons, and 40-MeV alpha particles on Be, C, Al, 

Ti, V, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr, Nb, Mo, Rh, Ag, Sn, Ta, Au, Pb, Bi, and Th. 

A beam attentuation method that utilized millimicrosecond electronic 
I 

techniques was used; these techniques made possible 3% counting statistics 

to be obtained in 20 minutes. The total reaction cross section 

shows structure as a function of A in the vicinity of Ni for proton 

and alpha-particle bombardments. 

The results of an optical-model analysis for 10-MeV protons on 

Cu, Ni, Al, and Ag indicate that g?od, fits to\ oR and the elastic

scattering angular distributions could only be obtained by using a 

Gaussian form factor, located on the nuclear surface, for the imaginary 

optical potentiaL Furthermore, an optical-model analysis of 48-MeV 

l h t · 1 c12 · d · t th t th dd · t · f t t 1· t · 
1 

a p a par lC es on 1n 1ca es a e a l 1on o o a reac 10n 

cross-section data places a powerful constraint on the shape of the 

imaginary potential at the extreme surface of the nucleus. 

The experimental techniques used in these measurements are 

discussed in detail. Improvements in technique for future measurement 

of aR are suggested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of charged-parti-cle total reaction cross sections 

in the energy region where Coulomb barrier effects are appreciable and 

also the refinement of beam-attenuation techniques necessary for this 

energy region are discussed in this work. 

By total reaction cross section, aR , one means the cross 

section for all interactions between the target nucleus and the in

cident beam of particles that leave the nucleus in a. state different 

from the original ground state. This includes all direct-interaction 

events and all events that lead to the formation of the compound nucleus, 

including those events for which the compound nucleus de-excites back 

to the ground state, i.e., compound elastic scattering acE· This 

quantity aR is to be distinguished from the total cross section at , 

which includes not only ~11 

events as well. 

a 
R 

events but all the elastic-scattering 

For the measurement of the quantity aR to be meaningful in 

terms of nuclear structure, it is necessary that a model of the nucleus 

exist that predicts this quantity and correlates it with other experi

mentally measurable quantities such that some insight into nuclear 

structure can be gleaned. The optical model fulfills this requirement. 

One of the most interesting problems related to the optical 

model involves the mechanism of absorption. Does the absorption occur 

on the surface of the nucleus or throughout the nucleus? The optical 

model gives one a way to distinguish between these two possible modes of 

absorption. This model predicts the differential elastic scattering, 

the total reaction cross section aR , and.the polarization induced by 

the scattering process. In the case bf protons many excellent elastic

scattering data are available. These experimental results have been 

fitted equally well by using either volUc'Ile absorption (Woods-Saxon 
12 

shape) or surface absorption (Cmussian shape) for the imaginary part 

of the potential. The important point is tbat at energies near the 

Coulomb barrier these hw different shape potentials predict different 
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total reaction cross sections. Thus an accurate measurement of 

may determine the shape of the imaginary potential. Measurement of the 

total reaction cross section for charged particles in this low-energy 

r'gion is a difficult task, and very few results are listed in the 

literature. 

It was the intent of this work to measure the total reaction 

cross sections for various charged particles on several elements with the 

hope that the results would help us distinguish between absorption 

throughout the nucleus and absorption at the surface only. Furthermore, 

measurement of the reaction cross section provides a constraint on the 

choice of the potential parameters that future optical-model analysis 

may yield. 

A short review of the optical model is given before a detailed 

description of the experimental method is reviewed. Finally, a section 

is devoted to the presentation and discussion of the results obtained. 
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II. REVIEW OF OPTICAL MODEL 

The optical model has recently been tremendously successful in 

correlating the elastic scattering and polarization .features of com

plex nuclei. This model is a direct descendant of the nuclear shell 
1 2 

model. ' . The basic premise of these two models is that a single nucleon 

interacts with the entire system through an average potential due to all 

the other nucleons in the system. The models differ in the energy region 

they treat. The shell model works in the region of the ground state or 

low-lying excited state in which the energy levels are widely spaced, 

whereas the optical model is concerned with the continuum region in which 

the energy levels are very dense and overlap. Resonance features that 

are difficult to treat may b'& neglected by averaging over many energy 

levels. The optical model is also characterized by a complex potential, 

which accounts for inelastic processes that attenuate the incident beam. 

Historically, the first attempt to explain nuclear reactions 

was made in the 1930's with a simple potential-well model) With· this 

model one can consider nuclear interactions as a two-body problem between 

the incident particle and the nucleus, described in terms of a central 

attractive potential. 

In 1935, experiments by Fermi. and others showed that low -energy 

neutrons exhibited extremely sharp and closely spaced resonances j_n their 

interaction with complex nuclei. 4 The potential-well model was in dis= 

agreement with this new experimental evidence, and was discarded in favor 

of Bohr's theory of the compound nucleus.5 

The Bohr theory was based on the strong coupling between the 

incident particle and the many particles of the nucleus. Bohr's model 

of the nucleus gave rise to the idea that the nucleus was almost opaque 

to the incident nucleon, and :thus the mean free path for absorption in 

nuclear matter was very short. This model was so successful in ex

plaining the low-energy neutron experiments and other nuclear phenomena 

that for many years attention was diverted from the systematic features 

of nuclear properties encountered throughout the table of nuclides. 
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It was not until 1948, when Mayer2 and Haxel, Jensen, and Suess6 

proposed the single-particle shell model, that these systematic features, 

such as the magic numbers, could be explained. The nucleons were con

sidered to travel in particle orbits having a long mean free path for 

a nucleon-nucleon collision within the nucleus: This model indicated 

that the nucleus was actually quite transparent and not opaque as the 

Bohr model suggested. Serber, considering high-energy nuclear collisions, 

/also pointed out that the nucleus may be partially transparent.7 

In 1949 Feshbach and Weisskopf extended Bohr's strong-coupling 

theory to predict the energy variation of neutron total cross sections. 8 

They predicted that these cross sections would decrease uniformly with 

increasing energy to the asymptotic value of 2n R2 (R = r Al/3). It 
0 

was not long until Barschall reported results on the scattering of fast 

neutrons (50 keV to 3 MeV) by nuclei. 9 His results showed that the total 

cross section decreased smoothly with increasing energy, but superimposed 

on the total neutron cross-section curves were broad maxima and minima, 

whose positions varied continously with atomic weight and energy. Feshbac.k 

and Weisskopf could not by their approach explain the occurrence of 

these resonances. 

The success of the independent-particle model and the inability 

of the Bohr theory to cope with the resonances observed in the scattering 

of fast neutrons led Feshbach, Porter, and Weisskopf to propose the "cloudy 

crystal ball" optical model as a means of explaining the neutron

scattering data. 10 This model pictured the target nucleus as being 

represented by a complex central potential of the form 

V(r) - [VR + i W] for r < R , 

0 for r > R , 

and 

R 

~I 
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where VR is the strength of the real potential analogous to the in

dependent-particle potential, and W is the strength of the imaginary 

potential, which allows fo~ the possibility of the incident particle 1 s 
I 

being removed from the beam owing to absorption into a compound state. 

The quantity r is the radius constant and A the atomic weight of the 
0 

target nucleus. 

The results of using this model to explain the total neutron

scattering data are surprisingly good. The resonances are reproduced 

by the model and are understood in terms of size resonances of the 

potential well. As more experimental results became available, the 

optical model was used over a wide range of energy and target nuclei to 

correlate the neutron-scattering data in terms of optical-model parameters. 

In 1954 Cohen and Neidigh reported extensive proton ela:stic

scattering angular distributions .
11 

Their results showed maxima and 

minima in the angular-distribution characteristics of optical-model 

predictions. Woods and Saxon found that they could fit the proton 

elastic-scattering data of Cohen and Neidigh by adding a form factor to 

the central potential that introduced a diffuse nuclear surface to the 
12 optical potential and approximated the nuclear-density function. The 

Woods-Saxon potential has the following form: 

where 

and 

V(r) - (V + iW) [1 + exp (r~R ) J-l 

v 
w 
R 

strength of the real part of the potential, 

strength of the imaginary part of the potential, 

r Al/3 , the radius of the potential, 
0 

a =the surface diffuseness. 

Cohen and Neidigh 1 s work and the success of the Woods-Saxon 

potential generated a flurry of interest in the elastic scattering of 

protons. Soon, many groups had reported data in this field.l3-l6 The 

Woods-Saxon potential was used by Glassgold et a1. 17 and Melkanoff et a1.
18 

to analyze much of these data. 
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It was known that the nucleus exhibited strong spin-orbit coupling 

from shell-model work. Experimental verification- of spin-orbit coupling 

in the optical-model region had to-await the development of a polarized 

proton beam. In 1954, Oxley, Cartwright, and Rouvina at the University 

of Rochester obtained the first beam of high-energy polarized protons.
1 9 

\ 

A double-scattering experiment showed that nuclei exhibited a left-right 

asymmetry when polarized protons were scattered. Results for many nuclei 
20 21 were soon available at both high and low energy. ' 

In terms of the optical model this effect was accounted for by 

adding a spin-orbit force to the optical potential of the form 

1 df(r) 
r dr 

-7 -7 

( s . 2 ) 

where V and W . sr s1 are the strengths of the real and imaginary parts 

ofthe spin...;orbit potential, f(r) refers 

the central potential, and (b/m c)
2 

is 
7f 

to the same form factor used in 

a dimensional factor, so that 

V and W . can be expressed in MeV. The quantities "it and 1 are sr s1 
the spin and orbital angular momenta in units of b. The same form factor 

is usually used for the central and spin-orbit potentials to avoid 

introducing another parameter. 

The optical potential was expected to be a function of the three 

observable quantities of the incident particle, i.e., its position, 

momentum, and spin. With the inclusion of the spin-orbit force there 

still remained a major assumption, the momentum dependence of the nuclear 

potential. To assume that the potential depends only upon the kinetic 

energy of the incident particles neglects the variation of the projectile 1
S 

momentum as it passes through the nuclear surface. Velocity-dependent 

potentials are very difficult to treat, and it is only with the recent 

advent of ultrahigh-speed computers that progress is being made with 

nonlocal potentials.
22 

Using a local or velocity-i~dependent potential, 

one expected the parameters to show an energy dependence. This is in

deed the case. The real part of the potential V joins smoothly, at 
r 

zero energy, the shell-model value of Ross, Mark, and Lawson for both 

protons and neutrons: 23 It shows a steady decrease with increasing 

energy, reaching zero at a value of 300 to 400 MeV for the projectile. 

, 
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W, on the other hand, seems to increase slowly wi.th increasing energy 

of the projectile, leveling off in the vicinity of 200-MeV particles. 

The parameters VSR behaves very similarly to VR , and Wsi is approxi

mately zero at all energies. No systematic energy variation has been 

observed for the so-called "geometric parameters" r . and a. 
0 

It was hoped, however, that at a given energy one could find a 

set of parameters that 'would give a reasonable fit for all values of A 

for the target nucleus" With the Woods-Saxon form factor the parameter 

W seemed to be smaller for larger values of A. Bjorklund and Fernbach 

reasoned that this indicated that the imaginary potential should be peaked 

on the surface of the nucleus. They carried out extensive optical-model 

analyses for neutron and proton scattering, using a Gaussian form factor 

centered on the surface for the imaginary potential.
24

' 25 They obtained 

excellent fits to the experimental results, and the value of W was no 

longer a function of A. This was, of course, at the expense of adding 

one more parameter--that is, b, the width of the gaussian. 

There have been several theoretical attempts to explain why one 

might expect absorption to be peaked on the nuclear surface for low 

bombarding energies. 26 , 27 These efforts are usually based on the idea 

that at low bombarding energies the incident particle has very few low~ 

lying channels .in the interi.or of the nucleus open to it for absorption. 

The levels are already occupied, so that the exclusion principle inhibits 

absorption. In the surface region the levels are not all occupied.? and 

inhibition of this sort is not so important, Absorption will also be 

proportional to nuclear density, which is a decreasing function in the 

surface region. These two effects couple together in such a way that it 

is not yet clear whether or not one should expect a surface peaking of 

the imaginary potential. 

There have been many attempts at justification of·the optical 

model in terms of basic theory. 28 , 29 In one approach Brueckner has 

attempted to proceed from knowledge of the two-body scattering amplitudes 

to the ·optical-model parameters and the structure of the nucleus as it 

scatters a low-energy particle,30 
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Althougb justification of the optical model remains an open 

question, it has been extremely successful as a phenomenological model. 

Besides neutron and proton scattering, it has been used successfully to 

fit the elastic scattering of deuterons,31 alpha particles,32 helium-3, 33 

nitrogen-14, 34 and K-mesons35 from complex nuclei. Lemmer and Green, 

using a nonlocal optical potential, were also able to extend the optical 

model to predict the proper ordering of all the energy levels of the 

nuclei, including the position of the magic numbers.36 Optical-model 

wave functions, obtained in fitting elastic-scattering data, have been 

used for a distorted~wave Born-approximation calculation of the direct

interaction stripping reactions.37 There has been considerable improve

ment in the fit to experimental data in this field since optical-model 

wave functions have replaced the plane-wave approximation. 

The optical .model itself has undergone many refinements since 

its inception a few years back. The original concept of the optical

model potential was based on the simple physical picture that each nucleus 

could be regarded as a piece of nuclear matter of a given shape and 

spatial extent. This simple concept loses much of its meaning if one 

tries to describe the optical potential more exactly in terms of a 

velocity- dependent nonlocal potential. Much of the current interest 

in the optical model lies in trying to find an equivalence between the 

nonlocal potential and the local optical potential. This model should 

produce many interesting results over the next few years. 
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III . EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General 

Total reaction cross sections crR can be measured by two 

principal methods. Historically, the first method used for the measure

ment of reaction cross sections on charged projectiles was based on 

summing the partial reaction cross sections determined from the chemical 

separation of the radioactive products. This method is practicable only 

at low bombarding energies for which the total number of partial reaction 

is low. Also the range of isotopes on which this method can be used is 

severely limited because many of the reaction products are stable nuclei. 

Beam-attenuation techniques, long in use in work on neutron total 

cross sections,3B,39 have recently been adapted for the measurement of 

t t t 1 t . t . 4·o' 41 An tt t . . t pro on o oa reac 10n cross sec 1ons. a enua 10n exper1men 

for charged particles is complicated by the energy loss due to ionization 

of the beam particle passing through the target. Thus the target thick

ness is restricted by whatever energy resolution is desired. The quantity 

crR can be obtained from the relationship 

I ( -nxcr R) (1) = exp 
I 

0 

where 

Io is the incident beam intensity, 

I is the attenuated beam intensity, 

n the target density, 

and 
X the target thickness. 

For an energy resolution of 10% for low-energy charged particles, the 

attenuation factor nxcr is the vicinity of 10-3, whereas in a typical 

neutron experiment it has a value near unity. It is therefore very diffi

cult to obtain good statistics in the charged-particle attenuation experi-

ments. When the quantity nxcr is very small, we have 
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e -nxcr ~ 1 ·- -nxcr 

Substituting 1-nxcr into Eq. (1) and rearranging gives 

I - I 
0 

I 
0 

== nxcr. (2) 

It should be noted at this point that a in this experiment is only 
R. 

related to a in Eq. (2). The exact relationship is shown later. 

If one were to measure I and I separately for charged 
0 

particles, as is done in the neutron experiments, the statistical pro-

blem of subtracting two nearly equal numbers would arise [See Eq. (2)]. 

Greenlees and Jarvis, 42 using this technique, have made a measurement 

of 9.3-MeV protons on Cu. Their method consisted of rotating an Au 

sample and a Cu sample of the same stopping power into a beam alternately, 

and measuring the variation of count rate in a stopping counter. The 

power of this method rests on the rapid alternation of the measurement 
I 

of. I (Au target in) and I (Cu target in), which thus averages out 
0 

variations in beam intensity. The Au attenuation at 9.3 MeV is small, 

so that only a small correction need be made. Of course, in addition, 

a correction for elastic scattering of protons out of the stopping 

counter must be made for Au. However, since this is almost pure Coulomb 

scattering, the correction factor, although larger than that due to 

attenuation in the Cu target, is well known. To reduce their error 

to about 8%, 100 hours of machine time was required. 

A more powerful method, however, can be used. If one were to 

measure directly the quantity I -I [see Eq. (2)], then the statistical 
0 

problem of subtracting two nearly equal numbers is overcome. This can 

be accomplished in the following manner. A thin passing counter is placed 

in front of the target, and a stopping counter is placed behind the 

target. The passing counter gives a measurement of I , for the un-
o 

attenuated beam. Putting the stopping counter in anticoincidence with 

the passing counter, one.obtains a direct measurement of the particles 

~I 
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removed from the beam by determining I
0 

- I. It is then necessary 

only to make a target-in-- target-out measurement to obtain the reaction 

cross section. This is the method used here, and it is discussed in 

detail. 

An e~eriment with 9-MeV protons was carried out at the University 

of Minnesota, 3 by a similar method but with slow electronics; con

sequently, a week of running time on a low-duty-cycle machine was re

quired to reduce the error to 8%. 

B. Experimental Parameters 

The experiments performed here with the 60-inch cyclotron beam 

and using fast electronics require about 20 minutes to obtain the raw 

data for a measurement with 2 to 3% statisti.cal accuracy. 

The experimental parameters discussed are those for the proton

attenuation experiment. The necessary changes needed for other charged 

particles are mentioned later. 

The 60-inch cyclotron produced a well-focused external beam of 

24-MeV H
2

+ ions outside the cyclotron shielding. There were several 

difficulties that had to be overcome before the experiment could be 

started. Even with "fast electronics" the beam intensity needed in this 

experiment was very small, on the order of 105 protons/sec. When the 

cyclotron was run at this level, the beam was very unsteady because the 

ion source was unstable at such a low power level. If the beam increased 

suddenly by several orders of magnitude, the plastic scintillator counters 

could be damaged. 

Another problem encountered at low beam levels was the bunching 

of the beam. This was due to a 360-cycle ripple in the radi.o-frequency 

power supply. This had the effect of greatly increasing the instantaneous 

counting rate during those bunched portions of the beam. Thus, the 

average beam rate had to be decreased so that the instantaneous count 

rate for any portion of the beam would not exceed 5 x 105 particles/sec. 
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The data-collecting time was correspondingly increased. Since two 

protons traveling simultaneously through the counter system could not 

be tolerated, it was necessary to separate the H
2
+ beam from the cyclotron 

into individual protons. 

All the.difficulties mentioned above were overcome by use of 

the following technique. A beam protons was produced by the elastic 
+ scattering of a small portion of the available external beam of H2 . 

The probability of scattering both protons from the H
2
+ into the same 

solid angle of acceptance is negligible. The beam had to be run at 

high levels to produce the necessary particles in the solid angle of 

acceptance. Under these conditions the beam was found to be quite stable. 

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

The external beam from the '60-inch cyclotron was focused by a quadrupole 

magnet and then steered by a bending magnet. Residual gas pressure in 

the equipment was found to reduce drastically the available H
2

+ beam. 

Collisions with gas molecules in the long flight path,from the cyclotron 

to the experimental area (20 ft) would disrupt the molecular bond of 

H2+ and scatter the particle out of the beam. Care was taken to reduce 

the gas pressure. It was then found possible to focus a 1-~ beam 

through an 1/8-in- collimator placed after the bending magnet. The 
0 apparatus was placed on the 30 port of the bending magnet to facilitate 

+ the removal of the H component from gas scattering(which had a larger 

energy spread) . The l/8-in- collimator was made of tantalum slightly 

thicker than the range of the beam particle, followed by an antiscattering 

baffle. Tantalum was used because .. of its high density. This made possible 

the use of a thinner collimator, which reduced the surface area available 

for slit scattering. The baffle, placed 1.5-in. behind the collimator, 

was of such a diameter that the primary beam would just miss it. 

The choice of a scattering foil was critical. The foil had to 

be sufficiently thin so as not to degrade.the beam,appreciably and yet 

be thick enough to provide an adequate number of protons at the solid 

angle of acceptance. For these reasons a foil of high-Z material had 
0 to be chosen. An acceptance angle of 15 was chosen because the 

' ... ,, . 
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Degraders 
Collimator 
0.250-in. i.d. 

Scintillator No.4 
0.200-in. i.d. 

Scintillator No.3 
~E=0.25 MeV 

MU-27963-B 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental area. 
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Rutherford scattering is large at this angle. A smaller angle could not 

be used because of physical space limitations in the experimental area. 

Not only should the cross section for elastic scattering be large at this 

angle, but the inelastic-scattering cross section must be very small. 

Inelastic events'introduced low-energy components into the scattered 

beam that were very difficult to eliminate. The latter restriction 

severely limited the choice of scattering foils. A lead foil 

(6E ~ 0.75 MeV for 12-MeV H+ ions) enriched in Ph208 (95%) was used for 

most of the proton experiments, The i.sotope Pb 208 was chosen because 

the first excited state in Pb208 is at an energy of 2.6 MeV, and. therefore 

inelastic protons would be at least 2.6 MeV lower in energy than elastically 
208 scattered protons from Pb , Other lead isotopes abundant in small 

percentages led to (p,p') reactions that limit the energy resolution 

obtainable in this experiment. Th232 was also used. This choice was 

. dictated by barrier considerations. A proton sees a barrier of approx 

11 MeV when it encounters a Th232 nucleus. The reaction cross section is 

correspondingly low for 12-MeV protons. Even·when the barrier is pen

etrated, it greatly hinders the reevaporation of a proton. Neutrons 

evaporated from the Th cause little difficulty because the counters are 

very sensitive to them. 

Particles scattered at 15° passed through a collimating system 

consisting of a 0.062-in. collimator placed 10 in. from the scattering 

foil and followed by an antiscattering baffle. Again the collimator 

and baffle were just thick enough to stop the protons. The collimated 

beam produced by this system passes through two 3-mil plastic scintillators 

(counter 1 and counter 3 in Fig. 1) spaced 22 in,. apart from each other. 

Plastic scintillators were used throughout the experiment. Their 

pulses have a very fast rise time, 2 m~sec (necessary in fast coincidence 

work), and a short decay time, 20 ~sec, whi.ch permits a very high count

ing rate. Also, the handling and shaping of the various plasticscihtil

lators is relatively easy. Unfortunately, at the low beam energies used 

in this experiment, the plastic scinti.llator gave poor energy resolution, 

about 10% for a stopping counter and 15% for thin passing counters. This 
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was due to the relatively few photons reaching the photosensitive surface 

of the photomultiplier. When there are few electrons produced, the 

statistical variation in this number begins to be important and thus 

leads to poor resolution. 

The counter chamber consisted of a highly polished aluminum 

hemisphere. The plastic scintillator was placed near the center of the 

hemisphere in such a way that the light rays were reflected into the 

photomultiplier face, regardless of their initial direction. The orifices 

for incoming- and outgoing-beam were covered ·with thin reflecting foils. 

These foils were made of a plastic film, Zapon, which was about 20 ";J.g/cm2 

thick. A thin coat of aluminum was evaporated on the surface of the Zapon 

foil to form the reflecting surface. The light-collection efficiency of 

the photomultiplier in this system was satisfactory. The signal-to-noise 

ratio for the passing counters was quite high (see Fig. 2). Counter 1 

was subject to a heavy electron bombardment from the scattering foil in 

the absence of a magnetic clearing field. A magnet placed close to the 

scattering foil prevented the electrons from reaching counter 1. It was 

important that the electrons did not reach counter 1, for this counter 

determined the upper limit on the counting rate. At very high count rates 

in counter 1 the pulse-height response became unsteady. The response was 

unstea?-y because the later dynodes of the phototube received such a flux 

of electrons that excessive current was drawn from the divider string that 

supplied voltage to the various dynodes. This caused fluctuations in the 

voltage supplied to the dynodes and hence variations in the size of the 

output pulse. 

The two passing counters 1 and 3 were placed :l.n fast coincidence 

( '! == 2 m!J.sec) to determine the passage of a beam particle. A coincidence 

was used to prevent dark-current noise from a single phototube and random 

background in a single counter from triggering the total beam circuit. 

Counters 1 and 3 were placed 22 in. apart so that a time-of-flight crit

erion could be placed upon the particles. Inelastic events from the scat

tering foil and slit scattering from the collimators caused considerable 

concern. To eliminate these from the beam, advantage was taken of the 

difference between the velocit~.es of the degraded parti.cles and of the 
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Fig. 2. Pulse-height spectrum of counter 1. 
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elasticaliy scattered particles. · With a resolving time of 2mf..Lsec in the 

coincidence circuit and a 22-in. flight path, the 2.6-MeV excited state 

of Pb 
208 

could be separated from the elastically sea ttered particles. 

Some tnelastic events from the other Pb isotopes could not be removed 

because the first excited states are closer to the ground state. In 

addition, slit-scattered events passing through the collimating system 

could contribute particles that were not removed by the time-of~flight 

technique. It was not practicable to increase the distance between 

counters 1 and 3 because multiple Coulomb scattering from counter 1 re

moves more and more of the beam from the beam axis as the distance is 

increased. Even at 22 in., only 15% of the particles striking counter 1 

reached counter 3· Further increase in the time-of-flight path would 

have reduced the number of coincidences., since the counting rate in 

counter 1 could not be increased, for reasons mentioned before. 

For a precise experiment, a well-defi.ned beam should impinge upon 

the target. Multiple Coulomb scattering from counter 1 and counter ;3, 

however, produced a diverging beam which had to be collimated. A metal 

collimator between counter 1 and counter .3 was first tried but it was 

found to cause too much slit scattering. A satisfactory solution was 

the placing of plastic scintillator collimators (counters 2 and 4, see 

Fig. 1) in the counting system. These collimator counters were placed 

in anticoincidence with the passing counters, Counter 2., located just 

in front of counter 3, consisted of a plastic sci.ntillator, which was 

thick enough to stop the beam particles and which had 0.180-i.n. hole in 

the center. Counter 4 was a 4-in·.--long cylinder wi.th a 0.25·-in-.-diam 

hole running the length of the cylinder. It extended as close to counter 

3 and the target as was mechanically possible. Another very critical reason 

for using this counter is discussed later. A metal collimator of slightly 

larger inner diameter than counter 4 was placed between counter 4 and 

the target, to prevent backscattered particles (from the target and from 

the stopping counter) from entering counter 4 and cancelling out the 

event. 
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A beam particle is defined by an event of the type l 2 3 4 (where 

the upper bar indicates counters placed in anticoincidence) i.e., 

I = l 2 3 4. The quantity I - I was measured by placing a plastic-a o 
scintillator stopping counter, counter 5, after the target (see Fig. l) 

in anticoincidence, i.e., I 
0 

I = l §" 3 4 5. · 
As mentioned before, the maximum allowable rate for I was detera 

This rate was about 5 x 105 mined by the counting rate in counter 1. 

counts/sec and I
0 

was about 10% of this. However, this was very close 

to the max:imum allowable rate from two other considerations. An I 
0 

event occurred once in every 240 rf bursts (the 60-in- cyclotron had a 

frequency of 12 Me). If an I event was received every 100 rf bursts 
0 

with a perfectly uniform beam, then 1% of the time two protons would pass 

through the counters in one rf burst. Because these particles were all 

focused within about 2 miJ. sec of one another in a giv.en rf·rurst:.the ele·c:troni:c:s 

could not resolve the two particles, and a 1% error would occur. Since 

the beam showed some structure associated with rf voltage even under the 

best operating conditions, the maximum allowable rate was about the same 

as for the counter-1 criterion. Also, a 10-Mc fast scaler was used to 

record I 0 . The instantaneous counting rate of I 0 was of the order of 

0.5 to l x 105 counts/sec, owing to the effective duty cycle of the 

cyclotron. This correspond to a 0.5 to 1% correction-on I due to pile-a 
up in the fast scaler. Thus one should be satisfied with an average 

4 . 
counting rate for I of about 5 x 10 counts/sec. As an experimental 

0 

check on the maximum allowable counting rate a graph of Ib - I/Ib 

vs the counting rate was plotted (see Fig. 3). The point at which the 

I
0 

- I/I
0 

curve begins to deviate from a straight line indicates when 

count-rate effects start to be important. In practice, the count rate 

was kept a little below the maximum rate to insure a s·afety factor. 

The photomultiplier output from a monitor counter located at 

60° to the scattering foil (see Fig. l) was displayed on an oscill0scope 

triggered by the 60-cycle main power, so that the cyclotron operators 

could view the gross beam structure li;ntroduced by the 360-cycle modulation 

on the rf voltage mentioned earlier. The operators could then optimize 

the machine parameters to obtain the best duty cycle. 
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All the counters following counter 2 were mechanically aligned 

with respect to counter 2. The 22-in. pipe connecting counter 1 and 

counter 2 was relatively flexible, so that the counter assembly could be 

aligned with respect to an axis drawn through the beam spot on the 

scattering foil and the 0.062-in.· collimator preceding counter l. This 

was easily done by the following method. I
0 

was recorded vs the integrated 

incident beam on the Faraday cup (see Fig. 1). If the apparatus was 

slightly out of line, so that a large proportion of the particles struck 

one of the collimator counters, then I was greatly reduced. This method 
0 

gave a fast and accurate alignment. 

At the beam levels used in this experiment, gain shifts of the 

order of 10% in counter 5 VJ?re expected. This, coupled with an energy 

resolution of about 10% in the plast~c scintillator, ma~e it essentially 

impossible to elimin~:te by pulse-height analysis inelastic events occurring 

in the target. A more reliable way was to place in frOnt~of counter 5 

an energy-degrading foil sufficiently thick to stop protons that had 

been inelastically scattered in the target. Aluminum was chosen as the 

material for the degrader foil because it is readily ~ttainable in thin 

fOils: ·Another desirable'feature of·alwnin:um is the much lower density 

in atoms/cm
2 

for aluminum than for a plastic scintillator of the same 
. . - ·, \ 

stopping power; it also contributed fewer reaction events than an equi

valent amount of plastic scintillator. This had the effect of reducing 

the beam attenuation due to causes other than the target. A high-Z 

material such as gold, whic'h has still fewer atoms/cm2 , cannot be used 

because it contributes too much back-angle elastic scattering for low

energy.protons. 

The energy spectrum in counter.5 had a low-energy "tail" about 

2.5 MeV long, principally composed of ::;lit-$cattered particles that could 

not be eliminated from the beam by the time-of-flight technique. Other 

reactions that contributed to this low-energy tail were the (p,p') events 

from the minority isotopes of the Pb scattering foil, the (p,p(') events ~~ 

occurring in both the energy degrader and the counter-5 plastic scintillator, 

and, of course, the (p,p') events from the target that get through the 

degrader. It was very important that the energy-degrader foil not be 
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thick enough to stop any of these slit-scattered particles that were not 

eliminated by the time-of-flight technique. If they stopped in the de

grader foil, they SfPeared as reaction events in the target and masked the 

true events. In practice, the degrader was adjusted so that 6.5-MeV 

protons produced by inelastic events at the center of the target 

(L'l E = 1 MeV) could not reach the stopping counter. The pulse-height 

distribution in counter 5 was obtained to ma.ke sure that the particles 

in the low-energy tail were passing through the degrader, but the data 

were not in general usable to help with the separation of inelastic 

events. 

C. Corrections 

Low,..energy protons undergo a considerable amount of large-angle 

elastic scattering. It was necessary that counter 5 subtend a large 

angle from the target; otherwise, these large-angle elastic events would 

miss the counter and look like a reaction event in the target. Counter 

5 was designed to subtend any angle from 20° to 60°. For 10-MeV protons 
0 it was necessary to set it at 60 0 In this geometry, a particle that 

undergoes a 60° scattering travels through appreciably more target and 

energy degrader. To compensate for this effect, coQnter 5 had a hemi

spherical shape with the degrader placed in such a way that large-angle 

scattering events passed through correspondingly less degrader (see 

Fig. 4). 

Absorption of protons occurred more frequently in the Al degrader 

because it was several times as th:i.ck as the targets o This contribution 

had to be subtracted. The absorption in the degrader was, of course, 

energy-dependent. The appropriate subtraction was made by removing the 

target and placing a 11 dummy" target ahead of the scattering foil, of 

such thickness that the energy of the beam incident on the degrader re

mained the same. In this configuration the numbers i = 1 2 3 ~ and 
0 

and i - i = 1 2 3 ~ 5 were measured. In practice the "dummy" was 
0 

an Al foil that could be placed at any angle so as to simulate all the 

various target thicknesses. Aluminum was chosen because it is easily 
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obtainable in a variety of thicknesses; and also because there are 

t tables for .l't.44 accura e range-energy 

Throughtout a day's run; a graph of (i - i/i ) vs dummy angle 
0 0 

was constructed (see Fig. 5). Interpolation to a given dummy angle for 

each target; according to its thickness; gave the appropriate target

out measurement. 

The angle e
5 

) the solid angle subtended by counter 5 on the 

target; had to be large enough to prevent the elastic scattering' whose 

cross section is 

17T a e l (e) drt ' 

e5 
outside the angle (e

5 
· ae1 (e) is the differential elastic-scattering 

cross section) from being so important that the uncertainty in this 

quantity limited the accuracy of the experiment. Yet; the angle e
5 

had to be as small as possible in order to reduce the inelastic con

tribution; whose cross section is 

i==O o 

where ai (e) is the differential inelastic cross section for the 

excitation of the ith level of the target nuclei; and where the sum 

extends from the ground state up to the Nth state; N is determined by the 

thickness of the energy-degrader foil. Here a
0 

(e) refers to the 

compound elastic differential cross section. Because these two corrections 

are opposite in sign; the angle e
5 

should be placed in such a way that 

the two corrections will be about equal in value. Unfortunately; the 

elastic-scattering correction for 10-MeV protons is much larger than the 

inelastic correction; especially the high-Z material; and e
5 

had to 

be set a large angle. In fact; it was impractical to increase this 

angle above 60° because at larger angles the scattered particles traveled 

through considerably more target and degrader foil; and it became im

possible to make the appropriate corrections. 
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A third principal correction was needed in the experiment. It 

may be remembered that a "dummy" foil was j:hs.a-te:l ahead of the scattering 

foil when the target was removed. The absorptive effect of the energy 

degrader would then be exactly compensated for in the target-in and 

target-out measurements. However, this had the serious effect of 

changing the incident energy of the protons on counter 3 in the two 
\ 

configurations. In the proton experiment the energy incident on counter 

3 was 11 MeV, and 10 MeV in the target-in and target-out configurations. 

The p + C elastic cross section
45 shows an extraordinarily large resonance 

in this energy region. The importance of counter 4 now becomes apparent. 

Counter 4, located as near as possible to counter 3 in anticoincidence, 

greatly reduced the scattering-out correction, since it was placed in 

anticoincidence with the passing counters. However, the number of 

protons scattered out at larger angles than e
4 

, the angle subtended by 

counter 4 on counter 3, was still appreciable. The solid line in Fig. 

6 shows the value of the quantity 

1 

1) (e) + .L (3) 

i==O 

averaged over the energy spread of the proton passing through counter 3· 
The quantity cr8E (e) is the differential cross section for shape 

elastic scattering, and cri(e).refers to the differential cross section 

for compound elastic scattering and scattering to the first excited 

state. The angle e4 was large enough so that no correction term 

occurred for the elastic collision between the proton and the hydrogen 

in the plastic scintillator. Any proton scattered outside the critical 

angle €1,;,
1 

had its recoil partner hitting counter 4. If one of the pro

tons did successfully traverse the cylindrical counter 4, then it im

parted so little recoil energy to the other proton that the collision 

between them could be neglected. 

These data were very comprehensive, so that the correction could 

be reliably made. As a check, however, the degrader was removed from 
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counter 5 in the target-out,position, and the quantity (i
0 

- i)/i
0 

.was measured as a function of beam energy. The beam energy was reduced 

by the addition of energy degraders ahead of the scattering foil. The . 
squares in Fig. 6 show the result of this measurement. Anticoincidence 

events obtained in this configuration are due to nuclear reactions and 

elastic scattering in counter 3 scattered outside the angle ~· The 

position of the resonance in the cross section provided a quick and 

reliable method for measuring the beam energy. The quantity ~3 , defined 

as ~3 = ~ (ll MeV)-~(10 MeV) the scattering-out correction due to 

counter-3 events mentioned above,was obtained from data in Fig. 6 and 

applied to the measurement. 

The experimental q~antities I 
0 

I - I, i , i - i, 
0 0 0 

and ~3 
are related to the quantity of interest, aR , by 

I I i - i n'x' 0 0 

I nx · nx ~3 nx 
0 lo 

aR +raSE (e) drt "ft a. (e) dn , (4) 
l 

e5 0 l=O 

where n is the target density; x, the target thickness; n', the 

counter-3 density; and x', the counter-3 thickness. All other terms 

have been p.efined previously. One obtains from. the literature the 

differential elastic-scattering data . a el ( er) ' where 

Subtraction of ael (e) gives 



But 

d -R 
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(e) do 

~] nx 

cr. (e) do . 
l 

(5) 

thus, the left-hand side of Eq. (5) becomes eQual to 

(e) do . (6) 

After corrections for the inelastic scattering,-one is still left 

with It may be large compared with the value of oR at low energies--

· epecially for light targets--because there are so few channels open for 

de-excitation of the compound nucleus. At high energies, for which 

there·are myriads of levels, crCE should be of negligible importance. 

Thus, this techniQue is capable of measuring only the noneJ..astic cross 

section 0R - crCE , whereas the optical-model calculations give predictions 

of erR , the total reaction cross section. 
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IV. ELECTRONS 

A. Description 

Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the electronics. In the 

:prot9n experiment the beam :particle lost only 0.25 MeV in the passing 

counters, which :produced a relatively small li.ght output. A high-gain 

photomultiplier was needed to compensate for this effect. It was also 

especially important for counters 1 and 3 to have good time resolution 

so that the time-of-flight technique could be applied. With this in 

mind, a 14-stage RCA 7264 :photomultiplier was used for counters 1 and 3· 

The tube has a curved :photosensitive surface with a transit-time spread 

of only 1 m~sec. This is accomplished by reducing the spread in the 

length of the flight :paths of the :primary electrons from the :photo

sensitive surface to the first dynode. The 14-stage RCA 6810A :photo

multiplier was used for the other counters. Pulse-height fluctuations 

occurring in:the :photomultipliers at high counting rates were reduced 

appreciably by providing voltage to the last five dynodes and the anode 

directly through cathode followers. 

The :pulses from coun.ters 1 and 3 were amplified by Hewlett

Packard 460-A wideband amplifiers and fed'into a Wenzel fast-coincidence 

unit. 46 It was found possible, through careful adjustment of the co

incidence unit, to obtain a 2-mj..i.sec resolving time. The following con

ditions were necessary for this resolution. The input :pulses must have 

a rise time of the order of 2m1-1sec. 'I~.e input :pulses also need to be 

clipped to 2m~sec in length, which required short clipping lines on each 

pulse. Each pulse must be of sufficient amplitude so that the output 

pulse is not a function of the input-pulse size (see Fig. 8). If this 

condition is not fulfilled the output :pulse-height spread due to a 6t 

between the :pulses of different times of flight is masked. In :practice 

a 3.5-V :pulse was adequate to saturate the coincidence unit. Also the 

bias on a discriminator diode had to be a~justed to optimize the pulse

height ratio of the coincidence and noncoincidence pulses. To verify that 

a 2-m~sec resolution was obtained, delay curves were taken (see Fig. 9). For 
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anticoincidence the Wenzel unit was found to work best with large constant-

. l -16 v) m 1' h th' t 1 d' d d' . . t 47 SlZe pu ses \ . ~a accomp lS ls, a unne - lO e lscrlmlna or 

producing a constant output pulse was used on all anticoincidence pulses. 

The tunnel-diode discriminator unit differentiated the photomultiplier pulse 

and fired on the zero crossover. This elminiated to a large extent the 

characteristic time jitter of the usual fast amplitude discriminator and 

preserved ade~uate time resolution (see curve, Fig. 9). The pulse from 

the tunnel-diode discriminator was amplified to the appropriate size by 

a cascade of wide band ampli.fiers and fed into the coinc:bdence units. 

Three Wenzel units called CCl, CC2, and CCs (see Fig. 7) were needed to 

accommodate the"anticoincidence pulses". The output of CCl was amplifed 

and fed into a 10-Mc amplitude discriminator (CCl discriminator).
48 

The 

purpose of this discriminator was to eliminate the smaller output pulses 

due to the time -of -flight cri.terion and other small output pulses from 

random singles events. The CCl discriminator output was fed into the CC2 

coincidence unit. Normally one would expect this procedure to cause 

difficulty because of the inherent time jitter in the CCl discriminator. 

However, in this case very fast resolution was not needed in the CC2 unit 

because it was automatically carried in the CCl pulse used as an input 

to CC2. By the proper adjustment of the clipping lines.1 the resoltuion 

of CC2 was set at 10 IllflSec. At this resoluti.on the time jitter from CCl 

discriminator became unimportant. The CC3 unit was set up in a similar 

way to CC2 with a 10-Illflsec time resoluti.on and driven by the output of 

CC2. Counter . 3 was carri.ed through in the coincidence mocle for all three 

units to eliminate the possibility that random electronic noise in a single 

channel would trigger the circuit. The anticoincidence pulsE;s for CCly 

CC2, and CC3 were from counter 2., counter 4, and counter 5, respectively. 

The scaling of CC2 output gave 1 2 3 I:j:" = I , The output of the CC2 dis-
a 

criminator drove two Hewlett-Packard 520 fast scalers simultaneously, 

the average of which gave I . 
0 

Agreement between these two scalers was 

always on the order of 0.5ap. Two simultaneous scalers were also used to 

scale CC3, which records 1 2 3 4 5. It is important to note that at very 

high count rates CCl and CC2 diseriminators may not have recovered from 



their previous firings. With this electronic system, no I event would 
0 

be recorded if either CCl or CC2 discriminators failed to fire. Under 

these circumstances it was impossible to get an I - I event. 
0 

To measure the counter-5 pulse-height spectrum, it was necessary ~ 

to look at the fast pulses from the photomultipler. The counting rate 

was entirely too high to use the slow microsecond pulses normally employed 

in pulse-height analysis, and special techniQues were needed to analyze 

the fast pulses. The output of CC3 was used as a gate pulse for a fast 

linear gate. 49 The gate pulse activated an integrating circuit that gave 

an output pulse proportional to the area of the signal to be analyzed. 

The gate pulse alone gave an output pulse indicated by Fig. 10. The 

area between l and 2 (see Fig. 10) was normally zero. Counter-5 signal 
l 

was fed into the linear gate with an appropriate time delay so that it 

was centered between l and 2 on Fig. 10. It was also necessary to know 

the number of events for which there was no counter-5 signal in coin

cidence with the I -I gate pulse. This number was easily obtained by 
0 

adjusting the capacitance feed-through of the system; this caused a change 

in the height of the pedestal (see Fig. 10) so that the area between l 

and 2 was no longer zero when the gate pulse triggered the circuit. This 

nonzero area was integrated into an output pulse that gave rise to a 

peak called the 11 miss peak. 11 The counter-5 signal was also incremented 

by the small pedestal area, but this caused no trouble so long as the 

signal area was large compared with the pedestal area. The signal from 

the integrating circuit was further amplified, stretched, and fed into a 

400-channel pulse-height analyzer. 

The counter-5 tunnel-diode diScriminator was adjusted so that any 

pulse height below the full-energy peak height gave rise to a CC3 output 

pulse. A sample spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. The miss peak contains the 

(p,n) events, (p,p) events scattered outside of counter 5, and (p,p') 

event:s for which the inelastic proton failed to traverse the degrader. 

There are also some events in the miss peak from reactions in the degrader 

and scattering-out from counter 3· These were either corrected for, or 

averaged out in the ta~get-out measurement. In Fig. 11, events in channels 

15 through 24 are inelastic events (6.5 MeV< E < 7.4 MeV). The events 
p 

/ 
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above channel 24 include inelastic events (for which the outgoing proton 

energy is greater'than or equal to 7,4 MeV) and the low-energy tail of 

the. incident beam. In this energy region no separation could be made 

between these two because the time-of-flight system could sort out only 

protons with energy less than or equal to 7.4 MeV (see discussion of 

time-of-flight method). The cutoff at about channel 64 (9.5 MeV) is at 

the lower side of the full-energy peak. 

B. Test Procedure 

An experimental procedure for setting up the electronics was 

·followed before each day's run that minimized the check-but time and 

gave the most consistent results. First, the pulse heights and delays 

from the counters into the three coincidence units were all checked and 

set at optimum values. The thresholds on the three tunnel-diode dis

criminators from counters 2, 4, and 5 were set as low as possible. Anti

coincidence-discriminator curves-were then taken (see Fig. ~2) by re

cording the number of counts in the miss peak as a function of the CCl, 

CC2, and CC3 10-Mc discriminator settings. It was easy to obtain flat 

coincidence-discriminator curves, but very careful adjustment of the 

experimental parameters was necessary to obtain anticoincidence

discriminator plateaus. These curves were the best indication that the 

electronics was functioning properly, because a very small percentage 

of spurious events would affect a curve of (I - I)/I , since this 
0 0 

ratio was of the order of 10-3. The fast linear gate was used to check 

the efficiency of the anticoincidence circuits by feeding in linear pulses 

from the collimator counters. If the anticoincidence circuit was working 

properly, no pulses other than the "miss peak" would appear in the linear 

gate output. Adjustments were made until this requirement was fulfilled. 

Another essential test concerned the time-of-flight separation. 

With the CC discriminators set at the values obtained from the discriminator 

curves, the number of counts in the miss peak for a fixed value of 1
0 
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Fig. 12. The antidiscriminator curve showing the plateau obtained 
when the electronics are properly adjusted. 
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was measured as a function of the counter-1 delay time (see Fig. 13). 
The minimum occurred at a relative delay of approximately 1.8 m1-1sec. 

If the delay was decreased, a rise in the number of counts in the miss 
6 

peak for I = 2 X 10 was observed. This effect was caused by two 
0 

kinds of events. First, protons of energy less than or equal to 6.5 MeV 

yielded larger pulses in the passing counters than the full-energy par

ticles, and thus gave rise to larger clipped pulses in the coincidence 

circuit (see Fig. 14, pulse B). These large clipped pulses had a wider 

delay-time spread (see Fig. 15, pulse B). At a shorter delay they became 

relatively more effective at firing the I circuit. Every low-energy 
0 

pulse that fired the I circuit fell in the miss peak and caused the 
0 

rise seen in Fig. 13. Secondly, elastic and inelastic events that 

occurred in counter 3 could contribute. Such an event would again give 

rise to a larger clipped pulse; only, now, it would arrive at counter 3 

at the same time as the normal pulse. This had the effect of putting 

pulse B (Fig. 15) at the same' delay as pulse A. Pulse B would again 

activate the I circuit more effectively than pulse A. at reduced delays 
0 

and increase the number of counts in the miss peak. 'I'he sharp rise in 

the number of counts in the miss peak for longer delays (see Fig. 13) 

occurred because protons in the low-energy tai.l are counted most 

efficiently at longer delay. The minimum in this curve (Fig. 13) is the 

point at which the coincidence time-of-flight technique is working best,. 

The minimum in the time-of-flight curve had to be established for both 

target in and target out, because the velocity of the proton in traversing 

from counter 1 to counter 3 was not the same i.n both cases, 

Another very simp1J..e test to verify that the coincidence units 

were working properly and that the CC2 and CC3 discriminator settings 

were adequate involves the removal of all anticoincidence pulses. The 

I -I and I scalers should then agree with each other. Removal of any of 
0 0 

the coincident pulses from one of the coincidence units should render 

the I -I and I scalers inactive. 
0 0 
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Fig. 13. The miss peak vs the variable delay on counter 1. The 
arrow indicates the position chosen for the runs. 
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coincidence circuit can vary in size as a function of the 
input-pulse size. A refers to the pulse obtained in counter 
3 from a full-energy particle) and B to the pulse from a 
lower-energy particle. 
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Fig. 15. Output pulse-height of the coincidence circuit vs the 
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to the two different-sized clipped pulses shown in Fig. 14. 
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V. EXPERDvlENTAL RESULTS 

A. Protons 

The raw data for the proton measurements are listed in Table I. 

Targets were chosen to give a systematic representation of elements 

throughout the periodic table. Special emphasis was placed on obtaining 

targets near magic numbers. The targets consist of thin foils accurately 

weighed on an analytical balance. A beam attenuation experiment becomes 

increasingly easier as the target thickness increases; however, a com

promise must be made to preserve energy resolution. The target thicknesses 

were all chosen to represent as closely as possible a 10% energy degradation 

of the proton be'am. Even with these "thick targets" the rejection ratio 

defined as I /(I - I) was of the order of 1000 to l. The energy de-o 0 

grader was about three times as thick as the target. Under these con-

ditions, the target-in~target-out differences were in the ratio of four 

to three. In order that the uncertainties due to counting statistics be 

comparable to or smaller than other sources of error., it was necessary 

that I
0 

be 2 x 107 counts. At the counting rates used, a period of 10 

min was required for a target-in measurement. For low-Z targets the 

statistical uncertainty is about 2% for the reaction cross-section measure

ment, whereas for higher-Z materials this quantity is nearer 4%. This is 

due to the smaller number of target atoms per square centimeter for the 

higher-Z targets. 

The beam energy listed in Tables II and III is' the lab energy 

at the center of the target. 'rhese energy values were calculated from 

the target and plastic scintillator-3 mass thicb1esses. The energy at 

the center of plastic scintillator 3 was blown from the position of 

scattering resonance (see Fig. 6). Range-energy tables allow extrapolation 
44 

to the center of the target. 

The counter-3 correction TJ
3 

varies in importance. For Be it may 

be as small as 0.2%, whereas for other targets (such as Ag the correction 

may run as high as lOajo. Fortunately TJ
3 

could be measured quite 

accurately by the method outlined earlier. The quantities I and i 
0 0 
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Table I. The experimental quantities obtained in the measurement of ~R -.aCE. 
I - I l - l 

1 o o n'x All co umn heads are defined in the text except cr, which is I nx - i nx - '1
3 

nx 

Element 

Be 

c 

Al 

Au 

Cu 

Zn 

Au 

Ni 

Rh 

Nb 

Ti 

Fe 

Ta 

Sn 

Zr 

Target 
thickness 
(mg/cm2) 

23·57 

22.09 

28.76 

54.46 

36.70 

36.84 

43.05 

54.46 

34.86 

40.67 

36.96 

27.45 

29.49 

44.52 

37.12 

30.09 

8 Average of nine runs. 

20.115 

20.072 

20.076 

20.225 

20.011 

20.009 

20.015 

20.002 

20.003 

20.000 

21.206 

20.002 

20.108 

20.001 

20.401 

I - I 
0 

34,996 

28,126 

24,118 

24,782 

21,181 

21,010 

21,239 

24,841 

20,110 

20,622 

19,933 

21,504 

19,535 

22,021 

20,o46 

19,509 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

20.000 

0 0 

i 
0 

.a 
- l 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

14,466 

I n n'x1 

0 ''3 

-r4o 

-140 

-140 

-tll-o 

-tll-o 

-tll-o 

-tll-o 

+50 

+70 

+65 

+65 

+75 

+95 

672 

618 

797 

3072 

1000 

1312 

1303 

1172 

902 

853 

2508 

1522 

1233 



Table II. The raw cross section 0, the elastic-scattering correction, inelastic-scattering correction, 

0R-0CE' and the energy (lab) at the center of the target. A lead scattering foil enriched to 94% Pb 208 

is used in these measurements. 

Element 

Be· 

c 
Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Ni 

Cu 

Zn 

Zr 

Nb 

Rh 

Ag 

Sn 

Ta 

Au 

Energy 
(lab) 

(MeV) 
-

10.15 ± 0.47 

10.16 ± 0.46 

10.12 ± 0.50 

10.22 ± o.4o 

10.20 ± 0.42 

10.14 ± 0.48 

lO .12 ± o. 50 

10.12 ± 0-50 

10.25 ± 0-37 

10.17 ± o.45 

10.14 ± 0.48 

10.12 ± 0.50 

10.21 ± o.4l 

10.20 ± o.42 

10.12 ± 0.50 

~eference 50. 
b Reference 45. 

cReference 51. 

0 

(rnb) 
--

672 ± 10 

618 ± 13 

797 ± 24 

902 ± 43 

853 ± 45 

834 ± 4o 

1000 ± 41 

994 ± 41 

1233 ± 72 

1172 ± 57 

1303 ± 57 

1312 ± 57 

1522 ± 72 

2508 ±119 

3068 ± 59 

[n [ "sE ( e) + "o (e) ]an 

8
5 

= 60.2° (lab) 

(mb) 

89 ± 5a 

286 ± l4b 

190 ± lOa 

116 ± 9c 

148 ± 11c,e 

223 ± 11 a 

215 ± 11 a 

193 ± lOc,d 

453 ± 45h 

483 ± 37d 

562 ± 42e 

630 ± 32a 

803 ± 4oa 

2179 ±l64e 

2895 ± 89a 

d 
Reference 15. 

eReference 52. 
f 
Reference 53· 

1
85; 60.2° (lab) 

I 0i(8)drt 
0 i=l 

0R-·°CE 

(mb) 

80 ± 8g 

0 
h 

97 ± lOf 

44 ± 4f 

54 ± 5f 

89 ± 9f 

31 ± l 
49 ± 5f 

20 ± 5h 

15 ± 5h 

10 ± 5h 

7 ± lf 

4 ± lf 

2 ± l h 

0 ± h 

(mb) 

663 ± 14 

332 ± 19 

704 ± 28 

830 ± 44 

759 ± 47 

700 ± 42 

816 ± 43 

850 ± 43 

8oo ± 85 

703 ± 68 

751 ± 7l 
689 ± 65 

723 ± 82 

331 ±203 

173 ±107 

~eference 54. 
h 
Estimates from inter-
polation of other data. 

I 
.j::. 
\.11 



Table III. The raw cross section cr, the elastic-scattering correction, crR-crCE' and the energy (lab) 
at the center of the target. A thorium scattering foil was used in these measurements. 

Element Energy cr 1 '\•sE(o) + "o (e) Jan 1"5 "62.10 (lab) 
~ cr. (e)an 

5 
= 62.1°(lab) £=1 l 

crR-crCE 

(MeV) ~ (mb) (mb~ ~ 
a 80 ± 8f,g 632 ± 14 Be 9·93 ± 0.47 644 ± 10 92 ± 5 

c 9·94 ± 0.46 504 ± 13 274 ± 14b 0 229 ± 19 
Al 9.90 ± 0.50 744 ± 24 185 ± lOa 97 ± lOf 656 ± 28 
Ti 9·99 ± 0.41 887 ± 43 114± 9c 44 ± 4f 817 ± 44 
Fe 9·97 ± 0.42 839 ± 45 146 ± 11 c,e 54± 5f 747 ± 47 
Ni 9.92 ± 0.48 797 ± 4o 220 ± 11a 89 ± 9f 666 ± 42 
Cu 9.90 ± 0.50 990 ± 41 216 ± 11 

a 
31 ± 3f 805 ± 43 

Zn 9.90 ± 0.50 966 ± 41 203 ± lOd 49 ± 5f 812 ± 43 
I 

Zr 10.03 ± 0.37 1197 ± 72 424 ± 42h 20 ± 5h 793 ± 83 >+:> 
0'-

Nb 9·95 ± 0.45 1161 ± 57 453 ± 36d 15 ± 5h 723 ± 68 
Mo 10.03 ± 0.37 1168 ± 72 467 ± 4f 20 ± 5h 721 ± 86 
Rh 9.92 ± 0.48 1282 ± 57 534 ± 4le 10 ± 5h 758 ± 71 
Ag 9.90 ± 0.50 1354 ± 57 603 ± 30a 7 ± lf 718 ± 64 
Sn 9·99 ± 0.41 1374 ± 72 768 ± 38a 4 ± lf 633 ± 82 
Ta 9.98 ± 0.42 2496 ±119 2110 ±160e 2 ± lh 388 ±195 
Au 9.90 ± 0.)0 2952 ± 58 2790 ± 86a 0 h 162 ±104 
Pb 9.92 ± 0.48 3634 ±108 3615 ±l08h 0 h 

49 ±153 
v 9.96 ± 0.44 1082 ± 40 320 ± 48h,i '20 ± 3f,i 782 ± 62 

~eference 50. ~eference 15. 9teference 54. 
bReference 45. eReference 52. ~stimates from interpolation 

cReference 51. f Reference 53. of other data. 
i 0 
85 = 48.6 . 
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were obtained from the I scalers for the target-in and target-out 
0 

cases, respectively. Events in the miss peak and up to channel 24 (see 

Fig. ll) gave I - I and i - i in the two configurations. Values of 
0 0 

o, the raw cross section (presented in the last column of Table I), must 

be corrected for elastic and inelastic scattering. These corrections 

are listed in Tables II and III. Table II shows the results obtained by 

using a Pb
208 

scattering foil, and Table III the results from the use of 

a Th232 scattering foil of slightly greater stopping power. The raw 

cross sections o are listed in the second columns of Tables II and III. 

The third columns of these two tables contain the elastic-scattering 

corrections that must be substracted from o. Reference numbers to the 

data used to make the corrections are given in the table. Whenever ex

perimental data on elastic scattering were available, they were graphically 

integrated between the proper limits and reported in the tables. In some 

instances elastic-scattering data were available at nearby energies. By 
2 

using the 1/E dependence of Rutherford scattering, extrapolation to the 

proper energy was carr:i.ed out. Optical-model calculations were kindly 

made available by Dr. E. Schwarcz in order to check those cases for which 

the l/E
2 

correction wa.s severe. 52 Dr. Schwarcz used the results of 
25 Fernbach-Bjorklund optical-model analysis for these calculations. In 

some cases for which elastic-scattering data were unavailable for a given 

target, the correction was made by interpolation from values of nearby 

elements. It was found by inspection of known data that the integrated 

correction term for elastic scattering varies quite smoothly from one 

element to another exeept in the low -Z regj_on; therefore, use ·of this inter

polation method whenever necessary may not be quite as uncertain as one 

mj_ght first guess. However, the elastic correction term in these cases 

limits the accuracy of the o measurement. 
R 

The value of oR listed in 

the tables can be corrected when a more accurate determination of some 

of these correction terms becomes available later. 

A correction (included in column 3) due to the finite beam size 

has been applied to the elastic-scattering correction. 'l1his quai\ti.ty, 

obtained by geometrical means, was found to be about +1% of the total 
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elastic correction. This is quite negligible compared with crR in all 

but the highest Z elements. Column 4 contains the inelastic-scattering 

corrections that must be added to cr, and indicates appropriate references. 

Again, it wa·s sometimes necessary to make interpolations and extrapolations 

from existing data. Most of the data for the inelastic corrections were 

kindly provided by Dr. N. M. Hintz of the University of Minnesota. His 

angular distribution of (p,p') events for many elements showed isotropic 

distributions to all the levels with the exception of the first excited 

state, which usually had a slight forward peaking. The final result 

is listed in the last column. 

Because of the impracticality of increasing the solid angle 
0 subtended by counter 5 beyond 60 ~ the,elastic-scattering correction 

for the high-Z targets Ta, Au, Pb, and Th is very large. Even though 

cr is measured within a statistical accuracy of 3 to 4%, the uncertainty 

of about 4o% for these targets. For this reason it is very 

difficult to measure crR - crCE with any accuracy for lO~MeV protons 

on high-Z targets. The result for heavy elements, however, may be used 

as a check on the reliability of the measurements. Elastic-scattering 

data exist for Au, which shows very little deviation from what one would 

obtain from Coulomb scattering from a point charge. The sum of the 

elastic-scattering correction and the optical-model value for crR from 

the results of Fernbach and Bjorklund should be quite cle.se to the correct 

value for this quantity cr , because deviation in crR from the optical

model value causes only small errors in the sum of these two quantities. 

The measured value of cr for Au agrees, within the statistical un

certainty of 3%, with the theoretical value. 

B. DeuteronS" 

The total reaction cross section for deuterons was measured by 

using the same experimental setup. Only the experimental parameters that 

were not the same as in the proton experiment are discussed in this 

.. 
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section. First, it should be pointed out that the deuteron measurements 
' need not be done by the scattering-foil technique. The 60-in. cyclotron 

accelerated 24-MeV D+ ions. Thus it was no longer necessary to separate 

two simultaneous particles via the scattering foil. However, the ex

pense of redesigning the whole experiment, plus the criterion of beam 

stability at low power levels (mentioned earlier), led to the use of the 

same technique again. With 24-MeV deuterons the choice of a scattering 

foil was based on somewhat different criteria. The Coulomb barrier was 

no longer of any importance for deuterons of this energy. Consequently, 

aR will be large regardless of the element chosen for the scattering 

foil. Also, the time -of -flight separation could eliminate only particles 

of energy below 19.5 MeV. The Pb208 has quite a number of levels up to 

4.5 MeV that could introduce inelastic components in the beam. Fortunately, 

however, almost the entire cross section of 24·-MeV deuterons on Th232 is 

accounted for by fission. The fission fragment may strike counter 1, but 

it has such a short range in matter that it could not possibly reach 

counter 3 to give a 1, 3 coinci.dence and therefore could not cause con

tamination. A certain amount of contamination occurred from (d,d 1
) and 

(d,p) events in Th232 . 

The time-of-flight separation again determined tbe maximum thick

ness of the energy degrader, as in the proton experi.ment. An Al foil 

thick enough to stop 15-MeV deuterons and 11-MeV protons was chosen. The 

use of such a thick degrader prevented essentially all the evaporated 

particles from the target from reaching cou.."1ter 5. . Unfortunately, the 

degrader foil was many times as thick as the target. This relatively 

small difference between the target-in-target-out measurement made 

adequate statistics harder to obtain. Although no resonance similar to 

the proton scattering was found, a small energy dependence in the quantity 

TJ
3 

(defined previously in text) for deuterons was observed and the appro

priate corrections made. As no resonance occurred in the TJ
3 

measurement, 

another method had to be used to measure the energy of the deuteron beam. 

Al degrader foils of known thickness were placed in the beam ahead of the 

scattering foil, and a plot of pulse hei.ght in counter 5 vs absorber 
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thickness was obtained. After extrapolation to zero pulse height a 

range-energy curve was used to determine the beam energy of the deuterons 

at the center of the Al target. The value obtained was 22.4 ± 0.1 MeV. 

The 22.4-MeV deuterons undergo considerably less elastic scattering 

than the 10-MeV protons. Thus counter 5 was set to subtend a much 

smaller angle. Under these conditions it was no longer necessarY,.to 

make the large corrections for the path length traveled in the target 

for large-angle scattering. The hemispherical counter 5 used for'protons 

(see Fig. 4) was replaced with a flat-surfaced counter. The degrader was 

so constructed as to make small corrections for slight differences in 

path length through the target at the largest scattering angles. For 

Z >50, for which scattering is more important, 
0 

and for Z ~50, e
5 

was set at 28.7 . 

0 e
5 

was set at 43.0 , 

Table IV lists the results for the deuteron experiment and the 

reference numbers to the elastic and inelastic corrections. Corrections 

not available in the literature were obtained from extrapolation and inter

polation from nearby elements in a manner similar to that for protons. 

The inelastic correction is composed principally of (d,d'), (d,p), and 

(d,pn) events. These reactions are quite strongly peaked in the forward 

direction for deuterons, and could lead to quite a large correction event 

though e5 is fairly small. These corrections may have been under

estimated because the angular distributions seldom were carried below 

15° to 20°, which is just where (dcr)/(dn) was increasing rapidly. Also, 

the angular distributions were invariably done at an energy different 

from 22.4 MeV, and some sort of severe energy extrapolation was usually 

needed. The (d, t) correction was generally negligible, and the (d,cx) 

and (d,He3) events did not pass through the degrader foil. 

C. Alpha Particles 

The alpha experiment was very similar to that with the deuterons. 

The beam-energy method mentioned in the preceding section gave an energy 



Table IV. The total beam I , I - I, i - i, the raw cross section cr, the counter-3 scattering-out correction ~ , 
0 0 0 3 

tb.e inelastic-scattering correction crin' the elastic-scattering correction crel' and the non-elastic cross 

section crR- acE' 

Element I - I i - i a a 
I a ~3 ainel ael aR- aCE 

0 0 0 for 

(x 106 ) 1 X 107= i (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
;:: ---

Be 37.001 180,057 35,170 858 ± 10 -2 ± 4 60 ± 18 51 ± 3 865 ± 21 

c 20.001 89,894- 35,165 885 ± 18 -4± 7 65 ± 18 50 ± 8 896 ± 28 

Al 22.005 92,965 35,185 1098 ± 31 +2 ± 9 75 ± 13 41 ± 2 1134 ± 35 

Ti 21.002 83,465 35,125 1381 ± 57 -61 ± 20 85 ± 24 58 ± 9 1347 ± 66 

v 20.002 80,141 35,150 1412 ± 56 -24 ± 19 85 ± 24 63 ± 9 1410 ± 64 

Fe 21.003 83,037 35,140 1406 ± 61 -39 ± 21 90 ± 25 87 ± 11• 1370 ± 70 

Ni 20.0o4 81,072 35,190 1486 ± 55 +7 ± 17 92 ± 25 94-± 5 1491 ± 63 

Cu 20.000 81,116 35,190 1537 ± 56 +7 ± 17 99 ± 16 lo4 ± 5 1539 ± 61 
I 

U1 

Zn 20.000 81,247 35,190 1595 ± 58 +7 ± 17 100 ± 25 108 ± 5 1594- ± 65 
,_. 
I 

Zr 20.000 76,772 35,080 1937 ± 96 -328 ± 34 94- ± 15 182 ± 27 1521 ±106 

Nb 21.002 82,787 35,160 1789 ± 80 -23 ± 27 90 ± 23 190 ± 22 1666 ± 90 

Rh 2l.Oo4 83,384 35,175 1899 ± 82 -4 ± 27 82 ± 21 230 ± 11 1747 ± 89 

Ag 20.002 79,072 35,185 1801 ± 81 +6 ± 27 78 ± 12 250 ± 12 1635 ± 87 

Sn 20.002 77,o44 35,130 1863 ±101 -95 ± 36 79 ± 17 284 ± 33 1563 ±117 

Ta 20.000 75,569 35,140 1843 ±128 -91 ± 46 95 ± 20 210 ± 31 1637 ±1~0 

Au 22.001 83' 94-6 35,185 1773 ±117 +9 ± 40 96 ± 22 246 ± 12 1632 ±126 

Pb 20.003 74,970 34,560 1891 ±122 -6 ± 40. 95 ± 24 266 ± 40 1714 ±136 

Bi 20.000 76,490 35,180 1952 ±121 0 ± 40 93 ± 23 272 ± 41 1773 ±136 

Th 20.000 74,708 35,140 1772 ±147 -97 ± 53 95 ± 24 319 ± 48 1451 ±165 

aReferences for ainel and ael are 54,55,56,57,58,59,60. 



of 40. 0 ± 0. 2 MeV for the alpha particles at the center of the Al target. 

A measurement of the ~3 correction was again found to have a small 

energy dependence. For Z >50, e
5 

was set at 43.0° and Z ::=::50, 

8
5 

= 28.7°. The degrader foil was sufficiently thick to stop 26-MeV 

alpha particles from reaching counter 5. Table V lists the results and 

the references for the corrections. The (c:x,0:'1 ) and (c:x,p) reactions are 

the main components of the inelastic correction. The (c:x.d) and (c:x,t) 

contributions were negligible, and the (c:x,He3) generally did not pass 

through the degrader. Current literature supplies an ample amount of 

(c:x,c:x') angular distributions on which to base this correction, but a 

dearth of (cx 3 p) angul-ar distributions required the following method 

for this correction. 

The statistical model by Dostrovsky, Fraenkel, and Friedlander
61 

for particle evaporation at low energies was used. (A computer program 

using the Monte Carlo technique was applied.) This model is based on 

Weisskopf' s equation62 

P. (E)dE == -y.CJE [W(f)/W(i)]dE, 
J J 

(7) 

where P. (E)dE is the probability per unit time for the emission of a 
J 

particle j with a kinetic energy between E and E + dE . The constant 

'Y. equals 
J 

gj and mj are the number of spin states and the 

mass of particle j, respectively; 0 refers to the cross section for 

the inverse reaction; and W(f) and W(i) are the level densities of 

the final and initial nuclei at their respective excitation energies. 

For the level density the equation 

W(E) (8) 

is used; here, C and a are constants, E is the energy of excitation, 

and o is a correction due to pairing and shell effects. 

) ..... 



Table V. The total beam I , I - I, i - i, the raw cross section cr, the counter-3 scattering-out correction n , 
0 0 0 ''3 

the ~nelastic-scattering correction crinel' the elastic-scattering correction crel' and the nonelastic cross 
sect1on crR- crCE' 

Element 

Be 

c 
Al 

Ti 

v 
Fe 

Ni 

Cu 

Zn 

Zr 

Nb 

Mo 

Ag 

Sn 

Ta 

Au 

Pb 

Bi 

Th 

Io 

(x 106) 

36.037 

20.018 

29.023 

30.o41 

25.027 

26.028 

32.065 

20.020 

20.021 

34.059 

20.025 

20.027 

20.018 

20.015 

20.027 

28.038 

31,013 

20.005 

25.007 

I - I 
0 

92,519 

46,308 

59,314 

52,495 

44,089 

44,168 

57,407 

37,363 

37,0o4 

57,156 

35,608 

33,431 

35,788 

33,231 

32,016 

46,574 

50.855 

32.839 

39,509 

i - i 
0 for 

107 = i 
0 

13,250 

13,230 

13,345 

12,570 

12,710 

12,640 

13,360 

13,360 

13,360 

13,300 

13,700 

13,300 

13,360 
' 

13,110 

13,250 

13,400 

13,370 

13,390 

13,250 

cr 

(mb) 

789 ± 7 

894 ± 12 
1105 ± 17 

1422 ± 30 

1397 ± 32 

1363 ± 34 

1271 ± 28 

1526 ± 36 

1511 ± 37 

1753 ± 48 

17o4 ± 52 

1792 ± 65 

1881 ± 52 

1858 ± 65 

1846 ± 83 

1931 ± 63 

1953 ± 62 

1923 ± 87 

1973 ± 84 

T]3 

(mb) 

9 ± 4 

12 ± 6 

23 ± 10 

32 ± 18 

43 ± 18 

36 ± 20 

40 ± 18 

42 ± 19 

42 ± 19 

45 ± 32 

53 ± 27 

47 ± 34 

61 ± 27 

59 ± 34 

79 ± 44 
88 ± 39 

89 ± 42 

100 ± 46 

92 ± 51 

a 
crinel 

(mb) 

36 ± 7 
60 ± 9 
54± 8 

77±12 
80 ± 12 

68 ± 12 

79 ± 15 

128 ± 26 

129 ± 26 

97 ± 23 

105 ± 24 

103 ± 24 

99 ± 25 

97 ± 25 

97 ± 25 

100 ± 25 

100 ± 30 

100 ± 30 

100 ± 30 

a 
crel 

(mb) 

51 ± 3 

65 ± 3 
41 ± 2 

31 ± 5 

31 ± 5 

31 ± 5 

36 ± 2 

50 ± 3 

48 ± 3 
124 ± 7 

134 ± 7 

160 ± 10 

195 ± 10 

246 ± 13 

136 ± 7 

200 ± 10 

250 ± 13 

270 ± 20 

4o4 ± 20 

crR- crCE 

(mb) 

783 ± 11 

901 ± 16 

1141 ± 21 

1500 ± 37 

1480 ± 39 

1436 ± 42 

1354 ± 37 

1646 ± 48 

1639 ± 49 

1771 ± 63 

1728 ± 64 

1782 ± 78 

1846 ± 64 

1768 ± 78 

1886 ± 97 

1919 ± 79 

1892 ± 82 

1853 :!:105 

1761 ±105 

aReferences for o. 1 correction are 66,67,68,69,54; see also text for statistical-model correction to cr. 1 . 1ne 1ne 

bReferences for crel correction are 54,68,70,71,72. 
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The model as formulated by Dostrovsky et al. has three parameters, 

~ , o , and r , which are varied to fit excitation function data; 
0 

(r occurs in the equation. for the inverse cross section). They also 
0 

replaced the parameter o with Cameron's pairing 0' s, 63 plus a 1-MeV shell 

correction at magic numbers, and repeated the calculations. The three

parameter technique gave quite reasonable results, but the pairing method 

was considerably poorer. Because it would be tedious to go through the 

elaborate fitting procedure of establishing the parameter o for every 

one of the targets, it was hoped that the latter technique mentioned above 

could be improved. The principal difficulty in that technique was the 

inhibition of proton evaporation. The pjn evaporation ratio is controlled 

by the value of o , whereas the shape and position of the excitation 

function are determined by the level-density parameter a, It was felt 

that inadequate accounting of shell effects might have caused the trouble. 

Cameron has published a set of empirical shell corrections in connection 

'th h' . . . 1 f ~ 64 Th' t f 1 . WJ. J.s semJ.empJ.rJ.ca mass ormu.La. J.S se o va ues o s was J.n-

troduced into the level-density equation 

(9) 

where o p is the pairing correction. Figures 16 and 17 show the 

d . t d . t t. f t. f . 68 d 1 'th d . th t pre J.C e excJ.· a J.on .l.L."lC J..ons or Ge compoun nuc eus WJ. an WJ. ou 

o , respectively. 
s 

perimental value for 

Parameter values of 

figures. Porile's65 

The predicted has been normalized to the ex-

ex's on Zn, The improvement is quite marked, 

r = L7x 10-13 em and ~ = A/20 were used in both 
0 

experimental excitation functions for alphas on 

zn64 are used for comparison. The fits throughout.the periodic table 

with the use of Cameron's OS were as good as those obtained by Dostrovsky 

et al., who used a variable parameter 0 for each proton and neutron num

ber. 

Statistical-model calculations were carried out for each target 

used in the experiment, and the (ex,p) correction 

r 
5 
I E () max dcr d dE 

. dD D 
6 . 5 MeV - ex, xp 

'could be computed by assuming a 
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Fig. 16. The results of the statistical-model calculation with 
the shell correction included for alpha particles on Zn.64 The 
dashed line represents the predicted values, and the solid 
line represents the experimental results of Porile.65 The pre
dicted values have been normalized to the experimental value 
oR reported in the work for 40-MeV alphas on Zn. 
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Fig. 17. The results of the statistical-model calc~lation with 
no shell correction for alpha particles on Zn.6 The dashed 
line represents the predicted values, and the solid line 
represents the experimental results of Porile.65 The predicted 
values have been normalized to the experimental value of 0R 
reported in this work for 40-MeV alphas on Zn. 



slight forward peaking of the predicted (a,xp) events. Direct-interaction 

events, not accounted for by this model, contribute to the forward. peaking. 

If the assumed peaking of the angular distribution were underestimated 

because of direct interaction, the correction could be too small. The 

correction varies from 0 to 50mb, depending upon the target material. 

D. Errors 

Principal causes of error in this beam-attenuation experiment 

are the uncertainties in the elastic and inelastic corrections, the 

statistics, and the 'Tl
3
: correction. These effects have been discussed 

in detail earlier. The error arising from these effects is usually 

between 3% and 6%, depending on the target. Other sources of error, 

which were considered and estimated to be about 1% or less, can be 

neglected. These were target nonuniformities, uncertainties in the 

determination of target thickness, impurities in the target, dead-time 

corrections of the fast scalers and 10-Mc discriminators, multiple beam 

particles in the same rf cycle, beam bunching that caused the instantaneous 

counting rate to be too high, accidental coincidences caused by neutrons 

and gamma rays that triggered the coincidence circuit, and very-large

angle scattering from the target, which cancelled the event because of an 

anticoincidence in· counter 4. 

A IIJ{ijor source of accidental coincidences could be due to knock

on protons from plastic scintillator 3 caused by collisions with neutrons, 

which would give an accidental coincidence with a beam particle that 

passed through counter 1 and was then scattered out of line from the 

other counters. A rough determination of this process was obtained by 

preventing all charged particles from reaching counter 3 (a thick stopping 

foil ~as placed between counters 2 and 3) and by assuming that the 

neutron flux in counter 3 was unchanged. The number of coincidences between 

counters 1 and p was recorded and found to be very small. 
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Another possible problem is the deuteron contamination of the 

proton beam, and conversely, the proton contamination of the deuteron 

beam. The cyclotron frequencies necessary for accelerating these iwo 

different ions are very clos·e to each other. Special effort was made 

to stay on the far side of the resonance, away from the resonance of 

the unwanted ion. From 0bservation of the stopping-counter pulse-height 

spectrum, this contamination was estimated to be less than 1%. 

Many of these sources of error, although small in their own 

right, are even less important because they tend to be averaged out in 

the target-in--target-out measurement. 
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VI. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

A. General 

It was necessary to make an 'optical-model analysis in order to 

determine if the total reaction cross-section results were helpful in 

clarifying the optical-model description of the nucleus. 

Before a discussion of this analysis is given, it will.be useful 

to define several terms used in optical-model work. The total cross 

section is defined as the sum of the cross sections for elastic scattering, 

oel' and the inelastic scattering, oin' Thus, 

0 1 + 0, 1 . e lne 

The quantity o is the sum of all processes that lead to a reemission 
el 

of the incident particle without loss of energy in the center-of-mass 

system. Hence, o. 
1 

refers to all those processes in which the incident 
lne 

particle disappears or is reemitted with a loss of energy in the same 

system of reference. 

parts: 

The elastic cross section o is composed of two el · 

The shape elastic scattering (SE) is due to a reflection of the incident 

particle by the potential that it experiences. "Compound elastic scat

tering" (eE) refers to a process in which the incident particle forms a 

compound state with the nucleus, and then at a later time deexcites and 

emits a like particle via the entrance channel. The total reaction cross 

section oR is defined by the equation. 
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With the optical model one can predict the q_uanti ties ,gSE and CJR; 

Experimentally one cannot distinguish between •crSE and a-CE' and thus one 

measures cr 
1 

and cr. 
1

. Fortunately, at excitatiort energies for which 
e lne 

there are many levels open to de-excitation, the probability of de-excit-

ation via the entrance channel becomes negligible. In this case, cr el ~ crSE 

and cr . 
1 
~ crR . lne 

B. Optical-Model Program 

I would like to thank Dr. Norman K. Glendenning for the use of 

his optical-model program written for the IBM 7090 computer. An accurate 

mathematical description and detail approach to the optical-model computer 

program appears in the literature.73 It should suffice here to give a 

few of the principal eq_uations, and to say that the general approach of 

the program involves numerical integration of radial Schroedinger eq_uations 

for effective partial waves by the three-point Runge-Kutta method. The 

differential elastic-scattering cross section is computed from the scat

tering amplitude f(e): 

(10) 

For charged particles, f(e) is given by 

00 

f(e) fc(e) + ~ L e
2

io,e (2£+1) C,eP,e (cos e), (ll) 

£=o 

for which the different terms are defined as follows: 

the wave number 

where ~ is the reduced mass of the system, M. is the mass of th incident 
lnC 

particle, the P,e (cos e) are the Legendre polynomials, and the amplitudes 
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2io c.e = e .e - 1 

2i ' where o.e is the nuclear phase shift. The term f (e) 
c 

is the Coulomb a~plitude, and o is the pure Coulomb phase shift. Thus 

f (e) 
c .:!L__ 2 exp {- iT)£n [Sin

2
( ej2)] +, 2io .R,\, 

2kSin ( ej2), ~ 
(12) 

o.e arg r {£+1 + iT)), where (13) 

zlz2 
2 

fl. e 
T) 

n2 
k 

(14) 

The total reaction cross section is given by 

00 

·.~~ L (2£+1) [CI.e - (CI.e)
2 

- (CR.e)
2

] 

.e=o 

(15) 

where ,CR.e and CI .e are the real and imaginary parts of c.e. 
The optical potential used in this analysis was of the form 

{VR iW(l-a) [ r-R 2]} v v - + + iWa exp - (l.4¥b) . 
c l+exp ( r-R) r-R w a l+exp(-b-) 

where R ;:) :o. Al/3 r arw.\llb =r +r 
l w w 1 

(16) 

Here V is the Coulomb potential for which one assumes an incident point 
c 

charge and an extended constant-charge density nucleus: 

v 
c 

for r < r A1/~ 
- 0 

for r > r A
1

/ 3 
0 

(l 7) 
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The quantity a, by ranging from 0 to 1, allows the imaginary potential 

to assume any proportion of volume to surface absorption. The param

eters rW and b of the imaginary potential are analogous to r
0 

and a 

of the real potential. With the inclusion of rW and b one can check 

those situations for which rW * r
0 

and a* b. Most of the calculations, 

however, were made with rW = r
0

• 

been defined earlier in the text. 

The parameters r , a, V J and W have 
o R 

The number 1.45 in the denominator 

of the Oaussian form factor of Eq. (16) is a normalizing factor; this 

number 1.45, in the special case with 0 <a < 1, insures sufficient 

width of the Gaussian form factor to encompass the surface region of the 

volume form factor. 

No spin-orbit force was included in the optical potential; thus, 

comparison with polarization data could not be made. The spin-orbit 

force in general affects only slightly, however, the prediction of 

elastic scattering and crR.92 

The spin-orbit force has been used occasionally as a means to 

increase the back-angle elastic scattering. In all cases we were 

able to get sufficient back-angle elastic scattering with the central 

potential without the need for two additional parameters, V and W 
so so 

C. Search Routine 

The general approach used by many groups that carry out an 

optical-model analysis has been to search for a single set of parame

ters that gave a reasonable fit for nuclei throughout the periodic table. 

With this approach one has very little .chance for fitting any unusual 

features that might appear in the cre
1

(e) or crR data. The philosophy 

behind this analysis has been to study each nucleus individually by 

varying the potential-well shape to get the optimum fit to the exper

imental data. It was hoped that these optical parameters would show 

only a systematic variation from nucleus to nucleus. 
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It became apparent, however, that such an extensive program as 

this required an automatic parameter-search routine to allow the com

puter program to converge to a best fit with the experimental data. 

First, before a search routine could be written it was necessary to 

investigate the effect of variations in individual parameters on the 

predicted quantities. This study was started on protoril analysis because 

more information was available for protons than for other particles. 

Figure 18 through' 22 show th effect of the vari·ation of indi

vidual parameters on the predicted quantity ·( ~·~) 1('~~~~ · , , cillled 

( 
dcr) ; el Ruth 

cr/crRuth henceforth, where, --· is the differential elastic-scat-
d.D Ruth 

tering cross section predicted by the Rutherford scattering formula. 

It is seen from these figures that the various parameters affect a/ aRuth · 

differently. These curves of a/aRuth can be divided into four general 

categories, i.e., (i) the positions of maxima and minima; (ii) the 

extent of oscillation; (iii) the average magnitude of th diffraction 

pattern; and (iv) the slope of the average magnitude with respect to 

the coordinates a/ aRuth and e c .m. One of the greatest problems en

countered in optical-model analysis has been the tendency to find 

several sets of parameters that give an equally good fit to a/aRuth' 

e.g., the well-known VR
2 

ambiguity. Empirically, it is easy to see 

why this would arise because changing V or r has the same effect on 
0 

the curve a/aRuth' i.e., to move the position of the maxima and minima. 

The parameter W affects features (ii) and (iii), and parameter a affects 

features (i) and (iv). The behavior of the parameter b is unusual 

because it affects all four of the features. It would therefore be 

expected to show many interdependencies with the other parameters. 

Jha many-parameter problem such as this, a directional-deriv

ative approach for a search routine usually converges quickly to a 

good fit. It is important, however, that the search routine not be 

misled by the parameter interdependencies. For this reason the param

eters b and r , which show strong parameter interdependencies, were 
0 

chosen as grid parameters. Directional derivatives are used on the 
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Fig. 18.. Variation of the quantity cr/crRuth for 10-MeV protons 

on Cu for different values of the optical-model parameter V 
obtained by keeping all other parameters constant: 

W = 8.0 MeV; a= 0.50 F; b = 0.50 F; r = 1.27 F; 0: V~= 60.0 
MeV; 1: V = 56.0; 6: V = 52.0 MeV; A: 0

= 48.0 MeV. 
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-2. 
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Fig. l9. Variation of the quantity of cr/crRuth for lO-MeV protons 

on Cu for different values of the optical-model parameter r 
0 obtained by keeping all other parameters constant: 

V = .52.0 MeV; W = 8.0 MeV; a =-0.50 F; b = 0.50 F; 

160 

MUB-1927 

0: r = l.2l F; 1: r = l.30 F; 6: r = l.24 F; A: r
0 

= l.27 F. 
0 0 0 
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Fig. 20. Variation of the quantity cr/crRuth for 10-MeV protons on 

Cu for different values of the optical-model parameter W obtained 
by keeping all other parameters constant: 

V = 52.0 MeV; a = 0.50 F; b = 0.50 F; r = 1.27 F; 0: W = 4.0 MeV 
: W = 6.0 MeV; 6: W = 8.0 MeV; A: W = 18.0 MeV. 
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Fig. 21. Variation of the quantity cr/crRuth for 10-MeV protons on 

Cu for different values of the optical-model parameter a 
obtained by keeping all other parameters constant-: 

V = 52.0 MeV; W = 8.0 MeV; b = 0.50 F; r = 1.27 F; 
0: a = 0.44 F; e: a = 0.47 F; ~: a = 0.58 F; A: a = 0.53 F. 

MUB-1919 
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Fig. 22. Variation 6f the quantity cr/crRuth for 10-MeV protons on 

Cu for different values of the optical-model parameter 'b 
obtained by keeping all other parameters constant: 

V = 52.0 MeV; W = 8.0 MeV; a = 0.50 F; r = 1.27 F; 
0: b = 0 .10 F; i: b = 0. 30 F; 6: b = 0. 78 F; A: b = 0. 90 F. 

MUB-1930 
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remaining parameters. For a search routine it is necessary to establish 

a goodness-of-fit criterion. A least-squared,fit x2 
of the following 

standard form was chosen: 

(18) 

where M to N represents the range of experimental data. 

The search routine called GULLEY uses what shall be called a 

"b valley" approach. It takes as its starting point a set of parameters 

that must be near a minimum in x2 space for a specified value of b and 
-

r . 
0 

A short grid routine called ELASTIC 6 determines the value of the 

parameters for this starting point. 
_) 

From the starting point GULLEY 

increments the parameter b and arrives at some point A. It then deter-
2 

mines the derivative of X .. with respect to the parameters V, W, and a. 

With this knwledge it guesses a new point B, in parameter space and 

reevaluates the derivatives. From the two sets of derivatives and the 

x
2 

values at points A and B, a new guess C is made. The program then 
2 

takes the lowest two points in X space from the guesses A, B, and C, 
2 

assumes X space to be parabolic in shape between these points in each 

of the three dimensions V, W, and A, and calculates a point D which 

lies somewhare between the values of the parameters at these two points. 

If the value of x2 
at D is not the lowest value of the set A, B, C, and 

D, a new guess C' is made. A point D' is reached in a manner anlogous 

to point D. This procedure continues until the D point has the lowest 

value of X
2

. In practice this is almost always the first D guess. 

The program then increments b and from its knowledge of how the param

eters V, W, and a changed from the starting point to point D, a ne•• 

A point is chosen, and the whole A, B, C, and D procedure is repeated 

for this new value of b. In this manner, GULLEY -vmrks its way along 
2 

the "b valley," adjusting the parameters V, W, and a to keep X at 

a minimum. The grid parameter r is then incremented and a new GULLEY 
' 0 

run. Attempts to incorporate r into the dynamic set of parameters 
0 

V, W, and :a were unsuccessful because of the strong V-R ambiguity. 
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The power of this method over a standard minimum-seeking x2 

2 
approach is obvious. All the local minima in X corresponding to the 

different sets of best-fit parameters found with a minimum-seeking 

approach are now smoothly related to each other by their different 

positions along the "gulley." In other words, all the best fits can 

be found with a minimum of searching in the vast five-dimensional x2 

space by searching only along a line that relates all the parameter 

interdependencies. Another convenient aspect of the b valley approach 

relates to the simple dependence of oR on the position along the b 

valley. The intersection of the experimental value of oR with the b 

valley gives directly the best parameters for a given shape potential. 

In many cases there is no'intersection of these two quantities, and this 

provides a meaningful criterion for discarding a particular shape po

tential. 

There is always the worry that besides the "gully" investigated 

there is another independent gul~y far removed in parameter space that 

has been missed. Careful analysis of Fig. 18 through 22 shows that 

only V and r could be raised or lowered to such an extent that the 
0 

predictions of o/oRuth would again be in phase with the experimental 

data. Raising and lowering V or r could displace the diffraction 
0 

pattern by an entire oscillation and produce another gully. Changes 

in r of this magnitude can be disregarded because of their drastic 
0 

effect on oR. Investigation of the region of V = 100 to 120 MeV indi-
2 

cates that an independent gully does exist, but-the X value was not as 

low as in the principal gully for which V has a value near 50 MeV. 

FORTRAN listings of the search routine GULLEY al!ld, s;mbrout.ines 

DIFFER and ELAS are included in the Appendix. 
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D. Discussion of Proton Results 

Figure 23 shows a plot of the experimental oR-aCE vs A for 

10-MeV protons. The solid line in this figure stems from the optical

model predictions of oR by using surface absorption carried out by :) 

Bjorklund and Fernbach. 77 These results were obtained by using a stand

ard set of parameters for all nuclei. 

The experimental data show several interesting features. The 

appearance of a strong minimuin in the region of Ni is the most intrigu

ing. The optical model will not predict any sharp minima if one assumes 

that the parameters should show little, if any, variation from nucleus 

to nucleus (see Bjorklund's curve, Fig. 23). One might speculate that 

this minimum is due to a resonance in aCE that is not measured in the 

experimental data of oR - aCE. At 10 MeV, an excitation .energy of approx 

13 to 18 MeV, nuclei in this region exhibit many energy levels, and the 

probability that aCE would exhibit a resonance that contributes over 

100mb seems remote. Even more clinching is the appearance of the 

same minimum in the experimental oR~ aCE for 40-MeV alphas (see Fig. 44). 

At this energy region aCE should certainly be negligible. The appear

ance of the proton magic number 28 at Ni may cause a dramatic change 

in the nuclear potential. If this is the case the optical parameters 

must show a considerable change in going from Ni (28 protons) to Cu 

(29 protons), which does not show a reduction of oR- aCE' An optical

model analysis of the Ni-Cu situation would seem to be a favorable case 

to determine whether,the optical model yields any information on the 

structure of the nucleus. This analysis is discussed in detail later. 

Another unusual feature in Fig. 23 is the extremely low value of 

oR - aCE for carbon. In this energy region the N13 compound state has 

only two important modes open to it for deexcitation, the 4.43-MeV level 
12 74 12 and the ground state of C . The (p,n) threshold on C is 18 MeV, 

and this prohibits all neutron evaporat-ions; therefore, the experimental 

value of oR - aCE is composed principally of deexcitation via the 4.43 

MeV level of cl2. This value agrees ~uite well with th~ total integrated 
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Fig. 23. The experimental results of crR-crCE obtained in this work 
for 9.9 to 10.0-MeV protons plotted as a function of A. The solid 
line shows the theoretical predictions of Bjorklund and Fernbach,77 
obtained by using an optical-model potential with surface absorption. 



cross section for the inelastic scattering of 10-MeV protons on c
12 

(4.43-MeV level) measured by Nagahara. 45 In this particular case, 

aCE is expected to be quite large because it has only the one major 

level to compete against, and conversely, oR - aCE should be considerably 

smaller than predicted values of aR. It should also be noted that 

carbon exhibits a strong energy dependence for aR .- aCE (see Tables·. II 

and III). This is also in agreement with Nagahara, who showed the 

existence of a sharp resonance at 10.42 MeV for both elastic and in

elastic scattering. This resonance is included in the 10.16 ± 0.46-MeV 

measurement but not the 9.94 ± 0.46-MeV measurement, when one averages 

over the proper energy spread of the target. This anomaly at 10.42 MeV, 

which made itself felt throughout the experiment (see ~ 3 correction), 

is probably related to a resonance in the entrance channel because the 

E of this system is 9.62 MeV, the exact energy of the next level of 
c.m. 

cl 2 that is expected to be strongly excited. 

analysis has been carried out 

a variety of energies down to 

An extensive optical-model 
12 

by Nodvik, et al. for protons on C at 

12 Mev.75 

A third feature of Fig. 23 is the general deviation of the 

experimental oR - aCE from the predicted values of Bjorklund and 

Fernbach in the region of A=lOOo To Clarify the discrepancy in this 

region, an optical analysis was made on silver. As one goes to higher

Z targets the value of aR - aCE for 10-MeV protons'drops rapidly to zero 

because of the Coulomb barrier. 

Figure 24 listes all the total-:ireacticGiiil cross-section measurements 

in the vicinity of 10-MeV protons that have been made by different groups. 

Some groups, such as Carlson et al. for 9-MeV protons, 43 and Greenlees 
42 

and Jarvis for 9·3-MeV protons, have used beam-attenuation techniques 

to measure oR for Cu. Others, such as Meyer and Hintz, measured the 

partial cross section for (p,q) for several elements for which q is any 

charged particle, and added to it those values of (p,n) that were in 

the literature. 76 Remeasurement of the (p,n) cross sections (see Albert 

and Hansen77 and Wing and Hutzenga
78

) give different values for aR when 

added to the (p,q.),cross sections from Meyer and Hintz. Benveniste et 

al. also measured the (p,q) cross section for Cu at 10 Mev.79 
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Fig. 24. All experimental data for protons on crR-crCE in the region 
of 10 MeV plotted as a function of A: 

I Results of this experimentj 

f from Algert and Hansen (p,n),77 and Meyer and Hintz 
. (p,q)j 7 

T from Wigg and Huizenga (p,n),78 and Meyer and Hintz 
~ (p,q)j 7 

I from Meyer and Hintzj 76 ! from Carlson et alj 43 

and )} from Greenlees and Jarvis. 42 



The agreement between the trend of the data of Albert and Hansen, 

and of Wing and Huizenga, and the data of this experiment is satisfac

tory (see Fig. 24). The beam-attenuation values for Cu at about 9 MeV 

are larger than the results of this experiment and those from the sum

mation technique. Since they are measured at 9 MeV, they would be ex

pected to be smaller because the effects of the Coulomb barrier are 

more- strongly felt at lower energies. 

E. Optical-Model Analyses of Proton Results 

1. Copper 

Figure 25 shows the results of the GULLEY search-routine analysis 

on cu
63 

with the use of a Woods-Saxon (volume absorption) form factor 

for the imaginary part of the optical potential. This figure is a plot 

of b vs r , the two grid parameters of GULLEY. The contour lines are 

the value~ of x2 
obtained in fitting Benveniste's results79 for the 

elastic scattering of 10.2-MeV protons by Cu63 . At each point in the 

contour, the parameters V, a, and W have been adjusted to give a minimum 
2 

in X . The dashed lines give the predicted values of oR. This analysis 

was carried out with r
0 

= rW (see p.69 for analysis with r
0 
* rW). It 

is quite apparent that the valley of best fit is a function of both b 

and r . 
0 

Another manner in which the results of the analysis may be plotted 

is shown in Figs. 26, 27, and 28. This plot along the "b valley", with 

r held constant is analogous to taking a vertical slice out of Fig. 25. 
0 

Figures 26, 27, and 28 display the behavion of V, a, and W vs b at the 

value r = 1.30 F. The variation of V, a, and W with respect to changes 
0 

in r' can be shown by taking a horizontal slice out of Fig. 25. Figures 
0 

29, 30, and 31 show this variation of V, a, and W forb= 0.38 F. Figures 

25 through 31 illustrate some of the interdependencies of the parameters, 
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Fig. 25. A contour map of b vs r
0 

for 10.20-MeV protons on Cu63 obtained 
by using volume absorption. The contours give the value of x2 obtained 
in fitting cre1 (e). The dashed lines show the predicted values of crR. 
For each point in the b-r0 grid the other parameters have been adjusted 
t . . . x2 o m~n~m~ze ; r 0 = rw• 
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Fig. 27. A plot of b vs W for a constant r
0

, equivalent to a vertical slice 
out of Fig. 25 in the W dimensionj r

0 
= 1.30 F. 
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Fig. 28. A plot of b vs a for a constant r
0

, equivalent to a vertical slice 
out of Fig. 25 in the a dimension; r 

0 
= 1. 30 F. 
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Fig. 29. The solid line is a plot of V vs r at a constant b, 
equivalent to a horizontal slice from Fig. ~5. In the V dimension 
b = 0.38 F. The dashed line shows the variation of V vs r

0 along the "b valley," i.e • ., points of lowest x2. 
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Fig. 30. The solid line is a plot of W vs r
0 

at a constant b, 
equivalent to a horizontal slice from Fig. 25 in the W dimension 
at b = 0.38 F. The dashed line shows the variation of W vs r

0 
along the "b valley," i.e., points of lowest x2. 
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Fig. 31. The solid line is a plot of a vs r at a constant b, 
equivalent to a horizontal slice from Fig.

0 25 in the a dimension 
at b = 0.38 F. The dashed line shows the variation of a vs r 0 
along the 11b valley' II i.e •' pOintS Of lOWeSt x2 • 
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particularly V-R and b-w. The v~R relationship fits quite accurately 

the equation VRn =CONSTANT, where n = 2(1 + E/V). This equation, 

derived from a square-well pot.ential, keeps constant the number of 

waves within the nucleus. 

Table VI lists the best fits obtained at different, values of r . 
0 

The outstanding 

of crR at 760mb. 

feature of this table (see also Fig. 25) is the constancy 

Contrary to what had been suggested, 50 accurate meas-

urement of crR will not necessarily remove the VRn ambiguity if one 

in the valley of minimum x2
. Figure 32 shows a plot of cr/crRuth vs 

stays 

e . c.m. 
The solid line is an optical-model prediction made by using volume ab

sorption with the parameters chosen from the area of minimum x2 

An experimental value of 84o ± 30mb for 10-MeV protons on natural 

Cu has been arrived at by averaging the results of Albert and Hansen, 77 

of Wing and Huizenga, 78 and of this work. The average crR from these 

experiments was adjusted slightly in order to coincide with the proton 

energy of 10.2 MeV, the energy of the elastic-scattering data on cu63 . 

There is expected to be little difference in crR between cu
6

3 and cu
6
5. 

It should, therefore, be safe to use the crR for natural Cu when one makes 

Cu63. comparisons with the elastic-scattering data of A predicted crR 

of 840mb (see Fig. 25) at no time comes close to intersecting the valley 

of minimum x2 . 

It had been suggested by Hodgson that, if need be, one could 

always increase the value of cr by increasing the radius of the imaginary 
R 80 

potential beyond that of the real potential. In hopes of raising the 

predicted crR to 840mb while using a volume absorption potential, a search 

was carried out in which rW the radius constant of the imaginary potenti.al 

was varied; Figure 33 gives the results of this analysis. Again, the 

outstanding feature was the constancy of crR at 760mb, if one stays in 

the va~ley of minimum x2 Any change in crR caused by varying rw was 

always compensated for by changing W in order to retain a good fit to 

the elastic-scattering data. Table VII lists the best fits obtained at 

different rW for r
0 

= 1.30 F. From the results of this analysis it seems 

safe to say that volume absorption cannot fit simultaneously the elastic

scattering and crR data for 10-MeV protons on cu
6

3. 
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Table VI. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 10. 20-MeV protons on cu63 

obtained at different values of r by using volume absorption; r = rw. 
0 ·o 

r b a -V -W i crR 0 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 

--
1.250 0.70 0.523 55.6 7.80 160 760 

1.275 0.54 0. 512 53.8 7·95 110 761 

1.300 0.38 0.498 52.1 8.10 75 760 

l. 325 0.22 0.478 50.4 7 ·95 6o 763 

1.350 o.o8 o.46o 48.8 7.80 70 765 
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Fig. 32. A plot of cr/crRuth is shown for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63. 
The solid line is the predicted value of cr/crRuth by using volume 
absorption. The optical-model parameters for this figure are 
chosen from the area of minimum x2 (see Fig. 25) and are listed 
in Table VI at r 0 = 1.325 F. The dots are the experimental points 
of Benveniste.79 
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Fig. 33. A contour map of b vs rw for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63 
obtained by using volume absorption. The contours give the value 
of x2 obtained in fitting ae1 (e). The dashed lines show the 
predicted values of aR. For each point in the b-rw grid the 
parameters v, a, and w have been adjusted to minimize x2; 
r 0 = 1.30 F. 
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Table VII. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63 
obtained at different values of rw by using volume absorpt~on; r = 1.30 F. 

0 

rw b a -V -W x2 
crR 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 

-- -
1.20 0.10 0.46 52.5 9·6 90 750 

1.30 0.38 0.50 52.1 8.1 76 760 

!l.4o 0.38 0.52 51·5 6.9 72 770 

l. 50 0.16 0.59- 51.5 6.3 75 770 



Figure 34 displays the results of the GULLEY search routine on 

cu63 with the use of a Gaussian (surface absorption) shape for the 

imaginary potential with r = r . The experimental value of 840 ± 30mb 
0 w 

for oR is seen to intersect the area of minimum x2
. Table VIII lists 

the best fits obta'ined for different values of r . Attempts at making 
0 

rW > r
0 

materially worsened the fit to the elastic scattering. Figure 

35 shows a plot of o/oRuth vs ec.m.J for which the solid line is an 

optical-model prediction with surface absorption corresponding to the 

area of minimum X
2 

and the dots are the experimental points of Benveniste. 79 

Table IX gives the results obtained for two different r 's with 
0 

the use of a potential that contained both a volume and a surface term 

in the imaginary potential [a= 0.5; see Eq. (16) for the optical po

tential used in this analysis]. Although an extensive search was not 

carried out) the results seem to fall between the volume and the surface 

fits in their ability to fit both oR and the elastic scattering. 

For the case of 10-MeV protons interacting with CuJ surface 

absorption for the imaginary potential is clearly superior to volume 

absorption. W:i:th th: surra~e term it is possible to obtain excellent fits 

·to both the elastic scattering and oR dataJ whereas with the volume 

absorption it is impossible to fit the oR measurement. 

2. Nickel 

The GULLEY search-routine analysis on Ni using volume absorption 

for the imaginary potential) was not able to give any adequate fit to 

the elastic-scattering data of Hintz for 9.85-MeV protons.50 With 

volume absorption) the optical-model calculations were unable to predict 

enough scattering in the backward angles. In a previous attempt to 

analyze this same system Glassgold et a1. 1 7 suggested that this difficulty 

was due to large amounts of aCEJ which the optical model does not include 

in its prediction of o
8

E (e). It was thought that Ni58 might have a 

relatively high aCE because a high (p 1 n) threshold (::dO MeV) prohibits 

deexcitation via neutrons) and thus increases the probability of de

excitation of the compound state through the entrance channel. 
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Fig. 34. A contour map of b vs r 0 for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63 
obta~ned by using surface absorption. The contour gives values 
of X obtained in fitting ~e1 (e). The dashed lines show the 
predicted values of ~R· For each point in the b-r

0 
grid the 

other parameters have been adjusted to minimize x2; ro = rw· 
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Table VIII. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 10.20-MeV protons on cu6 3 
at different values of r by using surface absorption; r = rw. 

0 0 

r b a -V -W x2 OR 0 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 

1.250 1.00 o.624 52·7 g.2 140 835 

1.275 0.96 0.623 50.6 g.6 69 846 

1.300 0.92 0.623 48.5 10.0 50 855 

1.325 o.89 0.629 46 ·5 10.4 128 882 

l. 350 0.86 o.631 44.5 10.8 240 900 
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Fig. 35. A plot of cr/crRuth is shown for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63. 
The solid line is the predicted value of v/O'Ruth obtained by 
using surfacing absorption. The optical-model parameters for this 
fit are chosen from the area of minimum x2 (see Fig. 34), and are 
listed in Table VIII at r = 1.300 F. The dots are the experi
mental points of Benvenis~e.79 
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Table IX. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 10.20-MeV protons on cu63 
at different values of r by using a combination of surface and volume 

0 
a~sorption; a = 0.5 and r

0 
= rw. 

r 
0 

(F) 

1. 25 

1.30 

b 

(F) 

0.87 

0 ·59 

a 

(F) 

0. 565 

0.550 

-V 

(MeV) 

54.4 

51.0 

-W 

(MeV) 

155 

73 

(mb) 
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The GULLEY search routine using surface absorption, however, 

was able to give excellent fits ,~o the experimental data of Hintz (see 

Figs. 36 and 37 and Table X). The ex-perimental value of cr - crCE of 
, R 6 

680 ±30mb, obtained by averaging the data of,Meyer and Hintz7 and 

results of this paper, is seen to intersect the area of minimum x2 

(see Fig. 36). One can conclude from this that crCE is probably quite 

small, for otherwilse optical-model predictions of cr8E and crR would not 

agree so well with the experimental values of (cr8E + crCE) and (crR- crCE). 

If this is the case the large minimum in the experimental value of crR- crcE 

at Ni (see Fig. 23) must be due to a decrease in cr . . . R 
Comparison of the optical-model parameters listed in Table XI for 

Cu and Ni should give some hint as to the reason for the dramatic change 

in crR. Figures 38 and 39 show a plot of the real and imaginary potentials 

for Cu and Ni, respectively. It is probably unwise to attach very much 

physical meaning to the parameters because the loca.l optical-model 

parameters are just an approximation to a more realistic nonlocal potential. 

The nonlocal parameters are not so readily understood in terms of physical 

meaning. It should suffice to say that the real potentials for the two 

nuclei are quite similar. The differences lie in the imaginary potential, 

where Ni exhibits a much narrower region on the surface for absorption. 

Whether this should be ascribed to Ni 's being a proton magic number or 

some other structural feature remains unanswered. In vj_ew of the ex

cellent fits obtained with Ni and Cu for both crR and cr8E (e), one sus

pects that optical-model parameters fluctuate rather than remain constant 

as one goes from nucleus to nucleus. To check this critical point, an 

isotropic distribution for crCE was subtracted from the Ni crel (e) data 

to see if optical-model fits could be obtained by using the "Cu param

eters." Fair agreement with the resulting angular distribution was 

reached only if crCE :=: 40mb, a value not large enough to remove the 

crR - crCE difference between Ni and Cu. Also the oR prediction for Ni 

(825mb) with the use of the "Cu parameters" was in poor agreement with 

the experimental value. Some improvement in this fit to cr8E (e) and 
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Fig. 36. A contour map of b vs r
0 

for 9.85-MeV :protons on Ni 
obtained by using surface absorption. The contours give 
values of x2 obtained in fitting cre1 (e). The dashed lines 
show the :predic~~d values of crR. For each :point in the b-r 
grid the other :parameters have been adjusted to minimize 
x2; ro = rw. 
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Fig. 37. A plot of o/oRuth is shown for 9.85-MeV protons on Ni. 
The solid line is the predicted value o/oRuth obtained by 
surfacing absorption. The optical-model ~arameters for this 
fit are chosen from the area of minimum X (see Fig. 36) and 
are listed in Table X, at r 0 = 1.300 F. The dots are the 
experimental points of Hintz.50 
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Table X. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 9.85-MeV protons on Ni at 
different values of r by using surface absorption; ro = rw. 

0 

r b a -V -W x2 aR 0 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 
-- --

1.250 0.62 o. 572 53·5 15.5 37 642 

1.275 0 ·59 0.575 51.5 15·9 21 653 

1.300 0 ·57 0.578 49.6 16.1 15 667 

l. 325 0. 55 0.580 47·7 16.2 19 679 

l. 350 o. 55 0.580 45.8 15.6 37 697 

1.375 0.53 0.588 44.1 15.8 68 715 



Table XI. Comparison of the "best fit" set of parameters for 10.20-MeV 
protons on cu63 and 9.85-MeV protons on Nij both sets use surface absorp-
tionj r = r . 

0 w 

Element r b a -V -W aR (aR - °CE)exp .0 

(predicted) 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) (mb) 
-- --

Ni 1.30 0. 57 0 ·578 49.6 16.1 667 68o ± 30 

Cu 1.29 0-93 o.623 49.3 9-9 853 84o ± 30 
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Fig. 38. Co:nparison of the "best fit" real optical-model 
potentials ob~ained for 9.85-MeV protons on Ni and 10.20-MeV 
protons on Cu 3. The parameters are listed in Table XI. 
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Fig. 39. Comparison of the best-fit imaginary optical-model 
potential obtgined for 9.85-MeV protons on Ni and 10.20-MeV 
protons on Cu 3. The parameters are listed in Table XI. 
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oR for Ni could probably be realized if one assumed a distribution 

other than isotropic for aCE' but the arbitrary nature of this precluded 

further investigation. Further work may help one to correlate given 

parameter fluctuations with known structural features. 

3. Silver 

Figure 40 shows the results obtained from GULLEY by using both 

volume and surface absorption for the imaginary potential. This figure 

shows a plot of X
2 

vs b for given values of r where the numbers in 
0 

parenthesis are the predictions of oR. The experimental value of oR -

aCE is 700 ± 60mb. Hintz's data were used for a el (e)~ 50 The results 

are not quite as clear-cut as in the previous cases. Surface absorp

tion gives a cons1derably better fit to a el (e) than does volume absorp

t1on. If one looks at the minima in the x2 cuves in Fig. 40, volume 

absorptlon is seen to give a somewhat better prediction of oR. However, 
2 

the X curve is very flat for surface absorption when r 1.25 F, and 
0 2 

one can reach the proper val.ue of a with very little increase in X 
R 

The fit at this point is still appreciably better for a (e) than for el · 
any fit using volume absorption, Table XII lists some fits with dif-

ferent val.ues of r . Figure 41 shows a plot of a/ oRuth vs e , where o c.m. 
the solid line is a typical fit using surface absorption. 

4. Aluminum 

Aluminum presents a situation similar to that of Ni. Analysis 

for 9.85-MeV protons on Al with the use of volume absorption is completely 

unable to give an adequate amount of oSE (e) in the backward angles. 

Surface absorption, on the other hand, is able to fit the backward angles 

very well albeit the forward angles are not fitted so well (see Fig. 42). 

Some improvement can be gained with the fit to the forward angles only 

by ingnoring the backward angles altogether. Table XIII presents the 

best fits for different r values. The optical-model predictions were 
0 

fitted to Hintz's data for 9.85-MeV protons on A1. 50 The experimental 

value of oR - aCE reported in this work is 660 ± 30mb. 
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Fig. 40. A plot of x2 vs b for 9. 79-MeV protons on Ag. The 
symbol • represents volume absorption, and r

0 
= 1.30 F; 

the symbol • represents surface absorption, and r = 1.30 F; 
and the symbol o ~epresents surface absorption, agd r

0 
= 1.25 F. 

The parameters V, a, and W were adjusted to minimize x2 at 
each point. The number in the parenthesis refers to the pre
dicted crR in mb. 
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Table XII. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 9·79-MeV protons on Ag at 
different values of r . 

o' r = r . 
0 w 

Form r b a -V -W x2 
aR 

Factor 0 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 

Volume 1.25 0.87 0.579 55·5 8.5 102 666 
Volume 1.30 0.77 0.567 50.9 8.4 90 690 

Volume l. 35 0.66 0.553 46.8 8.3 88 715 
Surface l. 25 1.05 o. 736 52·7 12.7 41 715 
Surface 1.30 0.84 0.745 48.6 18.5 55 717 
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Fig. 41. A plot of cr/crRuth is shown for 9. 79-MeV protons on Ag. 
The solid line is the predicted value of cr/crR th obtained by 
using surface absorption. The optical-model ~arameters for 
this fit are listed in Table XII at surface r 0 = 1.25 F. The 
dots are the experimental points of Hintz.50 
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Fig. 42. A plot of cr/crRuth is shown for 9.85-MeV protons on Al. 
The solid line is the predicted value of cr/crR th by using 
surface absorption. The optical-model parame%ers for this fit 
are listed in Table XIII at rp = 1.50 F. The dots are the 
experimental points of Hintz.)O 
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Table XIII. Sets of "best fit" parameters for 9.85-MeV proton on Al at 
d i:fferent values of r by using surface absorption; r = rw. 
' ;, (_.. .. 0 0 

r b a -V -W i OR 0 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 
-- --

1.30 0.37 0 ·512 46.9 33.4 65 557 

l. 35 0.37 0.503 43.8 34.3 45 572 

1.40 0 ·30 0.550 40.5 41.6 50 595 

1.45 0.30 0.564 37.8 42.0 4o 627 

1.50 0.30 0 ·590 35·4 46.1 29 663 
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5· Overall picture 

The four cases analyzed--i.e.) 10-MeV protons on Cu) Ni) Ag) 

and Al--present a strong point in favor of the Gaussian shape (sur

face absorption) for the imaginary potential. Not only does the sur

face absorption fit the experimental a el (e) better than volume absorp

tion) but it also predicts the correct values of aR. Volume absorption 

was never able to fit both oR and a
8

E (e). Table XIV lists the "best 

fit" set of parameters for each nucleus studied. The parameters are 

seen to show some systematic variation as a function of A) especially 

for the real part of the potential. 

Figure 43 shows a plot of the experimental oR - aCE vs A 

together with the range of aR predicted by the optical model with the 

use of both surface and volume absorption. The range was determined 

arbitrarily by accepting any value of aR provided the corresponding 

value of x2 
was within a factor of 2 of its minimum. For those cases 

in which volume absorption was unable to give any good fit to a el (e) 

data) a value of aR is used that corresponds to the best fit obtained. 

F, Discussion of Alpha-Particle Results 

The experimental values of aR. - aCE for 40.0 ± 2-MeV alpha 

particles are plotted in Fig. 44. The outstanding feature of the re

sults is the appearance of a minimum in aR - aCE in the region of Ni. 

This minimum) which also appears in the proton (oR - aC~) results (see 

preceding section)) is certainly due to aR) because aCE for 40-MeV 

alphas should be negligibly small. Interpretation of this minimum will) 

of course) be similar to that for the proton measurement. It would be 

interesting to carry out an optical-model analysis for 4o-MeV alphas on 

Cu and Ni to see if the experimental results could be fitted and if any 

conclusions drawn in the proton case would be applicable for this system. 



Table XIV. Comparison of the "best fit" set of parameters obtained for 
approx 10-MeV protons on Cu, Ni, Ag, and Al. Surface absorption is used 
:for all sets; 
:,_• ),_ 

ro = r.W. 

Element r b a -V -W OR ( 0 - 0 ) 
0 R CE exp. 

(predicted) 

(F) (F) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) (mb) 

--
Al 1.50 0.30 0.590 35·4 46.1 663 656 ± 28 

Ni 1.30 0.57 0.578 49.6 16.1 667 68o ± 30 

Cu 1.29 0.93 0.623 49.3 9·9 853 84o ± 30 

Ag l. 25 1.05 0.736 52·7 12.7 715 700 ± 6o 
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Fig. 43. Comparison between the experimental value of crR-crCE for 
10-MeV protons and the optical-model prediction of crR" The ~--, 
bar ~"h_ows the range in crR one gets with surface absorption. 
The ~1 bar gives a similar range obtained by using volume 
absorption. The numbers in parentheses refer to the best x2 
obtained with a particular potential shape. Different x2's 
should be related only when predictions on the same nucleus 
are being compared. 
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Total reaction cross sections have been predicted by Hui~enga and Igo 

using a standard potential for all the nucleio 81 The quantity (oR 

aCE)exp/aRcalc is plotted in Fig. 45" The minimum in the measured oR 

at Ni is very apparent in this plot" The remaining data vary systemat

ically when they are compared with Huizenga and Igo's standard-potential 

calculation of 0R, A slight correction to this potential can probably 

be made so that all the experimental values of 0R can be fitted, with 

the exception of those nuclei that lie in the minimum near Ni. 

There have been very few total reaction cross sections for alpha 

particles reported in the literature" No other beam-attenuation measure

ments for alphas have been made ±n,this energy region. The summation 

of partial reactions has been carried out for many nuclei, but with 40-MeV 

alphas there are so many probable reactions that it is generally im

possible to measure all the products. Excitation functions for alphas 

on :zn'64 ~ measured by Porile, is perhpas one case for which most of the 
Jl ' 6 

principal partial reactions have been measured, 5 His result of 1470 ± 

150mb for oR at 40 MeV is in fair agreement with the value reported 

here. For high-Z materials for which almost the entire cross section 

is accounted for by fission, the results of Foreman et al. for alphas 

on Th 232 are again in accord with the results reported here. 
82 

G. Optical-Model Analysis of Alpha-Particle Results 

Before any analysis could be carried out using GULLEY, a new 
2 

X had to be defined. The elastic-scattering diffraction pattern for 

high-energy alpha particles scattered off nuclei is so complex that the 
2 

definition of X used in the proton analysis (Eq, 18) was found in-
2 

adequate. It was necessary to define an empirical X that gave priority 

to those characteristics of the diffraction pattern considered most 

important, e.g", position of maximum and minimum" The following equation 

was used: 
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2 

a (e)] - [o.(e) +a (e)] 1 i+l -pred l i+l exp1 

(% error) o.(e) a.(e) 
l pred l exp 

~ [oi(e) - 0 i+l(e)]pred- [oi(e) - 0 i+l(e)]exp 

+ [(%error) a.(e) d o.(e) ]1
/

2 
l pre l exp 

(19) 

[o.(e) -a (e)] 
where n l when l i+l pred > 0 

[oi(B) -a. 
1

(e)]exp 
l+ 

[o.(e) -a (e)] 
and where n 2 when l i+l Ered < 0 

[o.(e) 
l - 0 i+l(e)]exp 

1. Carbon 

An optical-model analysis of 48-MeV 

by c12 
using GULLEY with the new definition 

alpha particles scattered 

of x2 was carried out. The 

(e) data of Vaughn. 83 This analysis was fitted to the experimental oel 

analysis demonstrated that o (e) and oR data enable one to determine el · 
very accurately the extreme outer surface of both real and imaginary 

parts of the nuclear potential. This is a conseq_uence of the alpha 

particle's having a very short mean-free path for absorption in nuclear 

matter. The alpha particle as such does not exist inside this extreme 

outer surface. Thus alpha-particle scattering and oR data can give no 

information on the nuclear potential lying inside the extreme outer 

surface of the nucleus. Igo) analyzing elastic-scattering data for 

alphas on several heavier nucleiJ came to a similar conclusion con

cerning the shape of the real part of the optical-model potential at 
84 

the surface of the nucleus. Figures 46 and 47 show plots of the real 

and imaginary potential for several sets of parameters that gave good 

fits to the oel (e)) (see Table XV). Igo's standard potential is also 
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Fig. 46. Co~parison of several real potentials that give good fits 
to cre1 (e) for 48-MeV alpha particles on cl2 The letters in the 
graph refer to parameter sets listed in Table XV. 
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Table XV. Sets of parameters that give good fits to oSE (e.) for 48-MeV alpha particles on c12 
j r

1 
= l. 20 F. 

Curve Form r rw b a -V -W x2 OR 
Factor 

0 

(F) (F) (F_) (F) (MeV) (MeV) (mb) 

-- -
A Volume 1.20 1.20 0.70 o.45 37-9 ll.l 200 887 

B Volume 1.30 1.30 0.70 0.34 33-0 9.4 177 899 

c Volume 1.45 1.45 0.50 0.32 20.7 5·9 470 764 

D Volume l-30 0.88 1.00 0.36 32.2 14.7 166 1001 

E Surface 1.20 1.20 0.80 0-37 41.5 7·3 274 770 

F Surface 1.20 1.00 l.OO 0.385 4o.8 7·9 220 795 

822 
I 

G Surface 1.20 0.80 1._. 20 o.4o 40.1 8.5 180 1'--' 
F-' 
-!=" 

H Igo's standard potential. i 
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shown on Figs. 46 and 47 for comparative purposes. The large dis

crepancy between the results of this work and the Igo potential (see 

Fig. 46) is not unexpected if one considers the deviation from unity of 

the quantity (oR - aCE) /a al shown in Fig. 45. A comparison of the 
exp c c 

experimental and predicted values of o/oRuth) using parameter set B of 

Table XV) appears in Fig. 48. An experimental value of 901 ± 16mb ob-
12 tained for 40-MeV a:' s on C compares favorably with the predicted 

value of oR for set B (see Table XV). 

As seen in Fig. 47) it is meaningless to speak of the alpha

particle interaction in terms of a Gaussian shape or Woods-Saxon shape 

for the imaginary potential. It is necessary only to adjust the param-

eters of the potential until it matches a certain shape at the very 

edge of the nucleus. Figure 49 shows the imaginary potential at large 

values of R (R = r A1/ 3 + r ). From this figure and Table XV it is 
0 1 

easily seen that an accurate measurement of oR is a necessity in deter

mining the sh~pe of the imaginary potential. All the curves in Fig. 49 

are about equally good fits to oel (e). Figure 49 illustrates that a 

direct relationship exists between the strength of the imaginary poten

tial and the predicted oR in the region of about 5·5 to 7.0. From this 

it can be implied that the alpha particle does not penetrate with any 

appreciable probability within about 5.2 F and still have any chance to 

escape as an elastic event; otherwise) the optical model) using poten

tials E) F) and G would be expected to predict a large oR. To check 

this result quantitatively) 85 cal.culations of the flux and divergence 

of the flux for the alpha particles inside the nucleus -should be car11ied 

out in a manner similar to that of McCar~py-. 

Figure 50 shows a plot of'the various "best fit" real poten

tials in this surface region. Proper adjustment of the parameters V) 

r ) and a 
0 

which lead to the same shape potential beyond 5 F) gives 

almost equally good fits; thi's ex-Plains how the nonuniqueness of param-

eters arises from the use of a nuclear potential form factor by which 

one attempts to describe the interaction in a region that the alpha 
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optical-model parameters for this fit are listed a~ut in Table XV. 
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particle does not sample. It should be noted that Igo' s standard 

potential falls in a far different region. However, if any analogy 

can be drawn from the analysis on the more weakly interacting proton, 

discussed earlier., one shct:nild not expect to find a standard potential 

that fits all nuclei equally well. Igo's potential was determined from 

analysis on A, Cu, and Pb.
84 

2. Partial-Wave Cutoff Approximation 

One of the principal difficulties involved in an optical-model 

analysis of alpha particles is the considerable amount of computer time 

necessary to carry out the parameter search. The time needed for a 
2 

given calculation is proportional to (LMAX) , where LMAX is the total 

number of partial waves used in the calculation, A technique has been 

developed that saves considerable time in the preliminary searching. 

It involves the assumption that the amplitude of the lower outgoing 

partial waves is zero. This is a good assumption for the inner partial 

waves of a strongly interacting particle such a.s an alpha particle. 

Empirically it was found that little or no change occurred in the pre

dicted ael (e) if the transmission coefficient, defined as 

I . 2 
T£ 1 - exp [ 2l 6£] 

was greater than 0. 995. Figure 51 shows a plot of a/ aRuth for 4o -MeV 

alphas on Cu for various values of LMIN, where LMIN is the lowest 

partial wave that has a nonzero value for the amplitude of the outgoing 

wave. The corresponding T.e's are plotted in Fig. 52. The time needed 

for a given calculation becomes proportional to (LMAX - LMIN)
2

. This 

technique should have considerable merit for use in an optical-model 

analysis on heavy-ion scattering. 
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The results of this optical-model analysis for 48-MeV alpha 

particles elastically scattered from c12 
point out the necessity for 

accurate measurement of oR so that the outer surface of the nuclear 

potential can be determined. '"Measurements of a el (e) and oR as a 

function of energy) especially near the Coulomb barrier) where oR 

should be more sensitive to the surface sl).ape of the potential) need 

to be made. Rasmussen has pointed out that accurate knowledge of the 

nuclear surface can give valuable insight into the problem of nuclear-
86 . 

deformation and alpha-decay ~ystematicso The results of this investi-

gation also suggest that a careful analysis of this surface area should 

be carried out whereby the shape of the nuclear potential in this narrow., 

sensitive region can be varied systematically until an optimum fit is 

obtained. Phase-shift analyses indicate that one can find a given set 

of phase shifts that fit unambiguously the oel (e) and oR data. In 

'the case of strongly interacting particles such as an alpha particle) 

one may be able to go one step further and use the oel (e) and oR data 

to determine unambiguously the shape of the nuclear potential in this 

sensitive surface region. 

H. Discussion of Deuteron Results 

The deuteron is known to be a relatively large loosely bound 

system subject to breakup~processes at interaction distances larger 

than the nuclear radius. 55 It has not been shown conclusively whether 

this breakup process is due to an interaction with the Coulomb field 

or to an interaction with the nuclear forces at the extreme surface 

of the nucleus. Theoretical calculations have been made for the total 
87 88 electric-breakup and nuclear-breakup cross sections. ) Hamburger) 

Cohen) and Price55 have found that at about 15 MeV the deuteron breakup 

cross section is greater by about a factor of two than the predicted 

values for electric or nuclear breakup. If these breakup interactions 
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are due to processes that occur outside the nuclear-force field, then 

one would expect to see an enhancement of the deuteron total reaction 

cross section in comparison with oR for alpha particles that do not 

undergo this breakup process. If, on the other hand, these processes 

occur at the nuclear surface, where the deuteron interacts with the 

nuclear-force field, this breakup reac-yton might be expected to compete 

with the formation of the compound nucleus. In this case no enhancement 

of the total reaction cross section would be expected. Figure 53 lists 

the values of oR - aCE for 22.4-MeV deuterons. A comparison of 22.4-MeV 

deuteron reaction cross sections with 40-MeV alpha particle reaction 

cross sections (see Fig, 44) shows them to be almost identical for all 

elements investigated. The comparison is valid since the·;CoulOi:nb

barrier effects are .almost identical in these two cases. The deuteron 

reaction cross sections are apparently not enhanced by the large magni

tude of the breakup process (ioe., 400 to 650mb). This suggests that 

these processes occur by the nuclear-breakup mechanism. Another notable 

feature in Fig. 53 is the absence of the minimum in oR - aCE in the 

region of Ni that was present in the alpha and proton oR measurements 

(see Figs. 44 and 23). A possible explanation can be given by assuming 

that the breakup process competes with the compound-nucleus formation. 

The deuteron interaction has two dominant modes that lead to a reaction 

event: compound-nucleus formation and breakup proc-ess. If the oCN is 

inhibited by structural factors in the nucleus--i.e., a closed proton 

shell at Ni--the reaction will proceed via the other channel, and oR 

will remain proportional to the nuclear size. If there is no other 

dominant mode, as in the case of alpha particles and protons, then a 

decrease in oR may occur. 

near 20 MeV. 

Ni 58 and Ni
60 

Very few measurements of oR exist for deuterons 

Budzanowski and Grotowski have recently measured oR for 

for 12.8-MeV deuterons. 89 They obtained values of 1523 ± 120mb for 

Ni
60

, and 1589 ±125mb for Ni 58 . This method consisted of measuring 

the angular distribution of (d,q), where q is any charged particle, and 
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Fig. 53. The experimental results of crR-crcE obtained in this work 
for 22.4-MeV deuterons plotted as a function of A. 
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integrating over all the inelastic states. The (d,xn) reactions were 

measured by chemical separation techniques. It is not clear how (d,2p) 

events are properly accounted for by this methoq. Their results are 

higher than the value of 1491 ± 63mb reported here for 22.4-MeV deuterons 

when proper account is taken of the Coulomb-barrier effects. 

The importance of having reaction cross section measurements 

for determining the deuteron optical-model parameters is again apparent. 

Halbert et a1. 90 have obtained good fits to the comprehensive deuteron 

elastic-scattering data at 11.8 MeV. They obtain 2051mb and 2217mb 

for the predicted oR for Sn in two analyses. 91 The measured value at 

22.4 MeV for Sn is two analyses. 91 The measured value at 22.4 MeV for 

Sn is 1563 ± ll 7mb (see Table IV). In the case of Ni the theoretical 

values of 1360 and 1396mb at 11.8 MeV, and the measured value of 

1491 ± 63mb at 22.4 MeV are in better agreement. It should be noted 

:that oR at 11.8 MeV will be lower than oR at 22.4 MeV, owing to Coulomb

barrier effects. Elastic-scattering data only are not sufficient to 

predict the correct value of oR. Conversely, the experimental values 

of oR are necessary data for deuteron optical-model analyses. 

I. Future 

Optical-model analyses indicate that the value of oR must be 

known to l to 2% before a specific set of optical-model potential param

eters can be accurately determined. The technique used to measure oR 

in this work cannot give a measurement of this accuracy in a reasonable 

length of time. I wish to suggest an improvement in this technique 

that should help one to obtain a l to 2% measurement of oR. 

The major source of difficulty in the charged-particle beam

attenuation technique has been the attenuation of the beam in the stop

ping counter or the energy degrader immediately in front. Construction 

of a "dual counter" should eliminate this problem. The dual counter 
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should consist of a central plastic scintillator and a surrounding 

sem:i:conductor detector (see Fig. 54) . The plastic scintillator should 

subtend an angle large enough to catch all the multiple scattered beam. 

This angle shoUld be small enough to keep the inelastic correction 

negligible. _The plastic scintillator (counter 5) is used as a yes-no 

count'er and retains the fast rise and decay characteristics necessary 

for high count rates. The semiconductor detector catches the large

angle scattering and reaction events .. This detector will receive a 

relatively low count rate and thus preserve good energy resolution. It 

would be gated by a (1 2 3 4 5) event. It is only necessary that e88 
remain large enough so that the elastic correction be small (see Fig. 

54). With this· arrangement, the attenuation and its energy dependence 

, in counter 5 can be neglected. Consequently, the ndummy foil 11 tech-

nique need not be used, i.e., ~3 correction is 0. The target-in-- target

out ratio will improve by a large factor, so that 1% statistics can be 

obtained in a short time. The good energy resolution of the semi

conductor detector will make a. correction very small. The major 
ln 

problem will lie in' the construction of a reliable detector of this 

rorm. Other improvements concerning elimination of the scattering foil 

and time-of-flight criterion can be realized. In the next few years, 

many refinements in the general technique should occur. 
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VII • SUMMARY 

The adaptation of charged-particle beam-attenuation methods to 

millimicrosecond electronic technQques has permitted measurements of 

aR on many different nuclei. 

Optical-model analyses carried out here and elsewhere emphasize 
\ 

the fact that knowledge of the quantity crR is necessary for any accu

rate determination of optical-model potential parameters. 

The results of the proton total reaction cross section in con

junction with an optical-model analysis have shown that a surface 

peaking of the imaginary part of the optical potential is necessary to 

fit the proton experiment~l data. 

The structure found in the quantity crR as one proceeds from 

nucleus to nucleus eliminates any hope that a single set of optical 

parameters would fit all nuclei·. However, more accurate knowledge of 

this structure in crR' especially as a function of energy, should give 

valuable insight into the structure of nuclei. 

The addition of alpha-particle reaction cross sections to the 

cre 1 (e) data puts a powerful constraint on the shape of the extreme 

surface of the opt;ical potential. Careful analysis may yield informa

tion regarding nuclear deformations. 

It is hoped that the techniques discussed here will prove 

useful as a guide for future measurements of aR. 
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APPENDIX 

A. FORTRAN listing of the optical-model 

search-routine GULLEY 

.~ 
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-------x----;33TfJFD'5riDY,-!5 I 1TO-f oD2TfG r;xss 1 T:JT------ -----------------------------
l READ INPUT TAPE 2•120•NPARoNSTEPoL~AX•L~I'J.,JPLJT,DEL•STEP 

----rz~J-f'Olf~~l\._T--l5IlTf,-ZFl 7J-.-5T-- --------------- -·-- .. ------------ .. -----------------------------

READ INPUT TAPE z,52Jt(X( I ltl=lo101 
52u FORMAT (4~10.6,F8.5,2F6·4•TF5~:r>rzr------------------------------

RE~D INPUT TAPE 2o130t(WT(! l•l=l•NDARI 
---no-"Fo~.iiiATT7~"1'r.-5 r- ------------------- ---- · ----- ------- ----------- ------------------

\liRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.130o(.JT(!I.J=loNPARI 
. ------ -lifF'C/if-:- iJ----------------------------------------------------------------- _ ... ____ .. 

NRAT. = -l 
MSTEP = -1 
WTS = WT(ZI 

·-------DM-Ax-=--C~Ax---------------------------------------------------------------------

NPARS = NPAR ------- N~o-A.RT- -=- -.r\IPAf:f-+ -1------------------- ·- --------------------- . ----------------------
DO 15 I = 'JPARTolO 
XB (I I - X (I I 
XC (I I = X (I I ·- ----- --xorr -;--;--xT -n--------------------------------------------------------------------

15 88!11 =X(!) 
-------~F--rsrl-Pf-so-o;2o~-zo-----------------------------------------------------------

zo NPAR = NPAR - 1 
DO 200 I = 1tNPAR 
DO (I I = X (I I --------o-frr-;--;--xT1_1 ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

200 02( I I = X( II _ . ------ -~ F--( N s YEP-:.-Tf 2l""lf,-21 o -, -z-o 5---------------------------------------------------. 
205 CALL DIFFER !NPARSoGoF,X,~INCoNPARo!PI OToNSTEP,LMAXoLMINI 
210 JPLOT = !PLOT - 1 

KPLOT = !PLOT - 2 
·-------X-(NPARS-1--;;-x_-(NP:A.-R-S)_+_'·If(N-VARSl-------------------------------·-------------· 

212 WT(ZI = WTS*X(21 
-------DCf-214--f;i~N-PAR---------------------------------------------------------------· 

214 DINC(l) = 0.01*A'3SF!WT(!II 
CALL DIFFER (NPARS,G,FoXoDINCoNPARoKPLOTo~STEP,LMAXoL~lNI 

G~lORM = :J.O ------ _D_O_-2 39--f-;; -1-.-N PArf---- -------------------------------------------------------- -· 
209 GNOR:\1 = GNORM + At:lSF ( G (I I /\~T (I I I 

------;GN-oR~--;--GNo-R,~-+-~-i-----------------------------------------------------------

215 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o435oFo!X(!I.I=l•NPARS lo(G(!I• I=l•NPAR I 
219 DO 220 I = 1tNPAR 
220 EXVEC(l) = -G(l)/(GNORM*:'JT(])) -------""D-o-2 2 8--f- ;-1-.-NPA R------ --------------------------------------- .. ----------------

_______ J f __ L 1;.0 _v_s_ <:: 1 J _I _I __ ??-_3_,_?..?} _. _ 2_?.. ~ __________________________________________________ _ 
223 5(11 = -1. 

GO TO 225 
224 S(J) = 1o 
225 EXVEC! I I = ABSF( EXVEC( I I I --- -i 2 6- E:-£v E c! -~-1--:;- s-6 R 'f F-(-E x v t:-c!- f 1)--------------------------------------------------
228 EXVEC!II = S(li*EXVEC(II 

.. ------- ~~-R-f f E:- (Jij f F>u -T---f AP -(-3; 4 _3_5_; ( E)(vE c ( T1-; I; y;-r\i PAR_I_; G.i\!0~"-:V\- ... - ... ------------------
GO TO 320 

315 DO 316 I = 1oNPAR 
V(ll = 1. + A!:3SF(GB!li/G(lll ----318- TF' Cv ( n--.:-J.t..f.T3 zY,-321-,-:H 9-------------------- ... ------------------------------
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319 V(IJ = 1.1. 
321 TF<<:;3nT;·:;fTfT317;3lf;-sz2··· 
3 l 7 XC ( I l = ( .'<. 3 ( I I - X ( I I I l~ ( 2 • - 'I ( I I I ·" X ( I I --------r;o-fo- Yfs- -- ----- · -------- .. ----- ··- ·· · - ·· 
3 2 2 XC ( I l = ( X '3 ( ! l - X ( I I l *If ( ! I * l • '+ .,. X ( I I 

-----316 -c-b!'Tf I N~JE- ------- -----------
X c ( ~l p " I) s ) = X .3 ( ~! p l\ R s ) 

--~i)"T). 3 3 /+---··--· .. 

32J ~0 33J ! =l•~PAq 
..... -33T :i<:i< q-;,- xnY ~. 

X'3f"-)Pr,,;:>'~l = X(NPA!~S) 

A. 2 

... - -3-'3 1 .. c ,\T-C- ''lTrFE R- -(~i :s .A. T<S; '3'3-,-F •3 ;· \<~[,:) !~'f':: .. ,\IP \ R .. , .. (i5[ •)'r; oiS l-CrY ;·c c:{;,,-y; ['ll'.ff-- .... 
333 '•1'0(!'<:: ')!JTD:JT T.6.PE 3•'+35,C'3,(X3!lld=1•W).c\!~S ),((i3(JJ.!=1,~~P,\R I 

····--- -- --------------------------- ········----~·--···-

334 C~LL 0IFFER (~ 0 ARS,GC•FC,XC,Q!~C•NPA~,KPLOT,NSTE?•L~AX•LMINl 
-··- ----- -·~·:·nrr: "jiJfPCfT-· r;-; Pt:--3·; z;3·5 ;-r= c.Txc 1 n ,-r =T.-,~f5i'.:r~s-r• <v- ri ., .. ,T= I-, ~'fPJi:r~-T- · 

336 RAT = (F3/FCi**2 
.. (\rj- ··34 ~/--T =I -;-~!~r::l-.&:"R ________ - ----------------- ------------------------------ - -----------------------

?t>'! X!) ( I l o: X =l( I I + ( XC ( I I - X 3 ( I I l -~ !~ ,\T I ( l .+ R 6. T l 
-·----... ---.. )(-f)( •'fP'i\i~·; )' = X ::J ( N PAP; ) . -······-· ··-· .. - . .. . .. -· -· _ .. _________________ _ 

345 CA~~ DicF~R (~DARS,G!),~D,XD,DI~C,~DAR,IDLJT,NSTEP,LMAX,L~I~l 
--- -[t_3-5 -F7:>~~-r·!!.!\.T- -CfP I ;~f(l 2 ~ 4-f ---- ----------- -·-- -- -·

IF<F -F3l347,349•349 
- .. -J'L,'=t ''[')'(f -3 z; 3-"[ -::: .. y;~fp /','!'~ -

348 X3 ( I l = X ( I l 
-·-·~·· -- - ·-·-·- --- .. -·- -····-····~--·--· .. -·· 

Fi3 = F 
349 IF <FD - FCI35J,352,352 ----:3 5:!- J'f:'-- f F '5" -:::- <= 3 -~-3-5 s~·:-,·r,-5·;36_5_. ----- .. -.... -- ...... ---------------------------- .. ·-- .... -. 
35~ IF (FC .- P3l36J~363,365 --- -3-~ s- 00---3 s t- ·-r --; -- ·1-.~~T P -~~~- ·- ------- -· ·-------------------- ·------------------------ ·-----

GO T'J '369 
36•.r IF<FD/FC- 1, )2)358.35.'3.359 --- -3·5 8- ,~r-,~t\ f-:;- -i·--- .. --- --- ----------------------------------------------------------

.. ___ 3_5_ 9 _].f_ (_I~ S:\_T_l __ ] _9_2_,_3_ {:,;? _,_J_~ ~ .. ________ -· ________ .. ____ .. - _______________ .... ______ .. ____ _ 
363 00 36~ I = 1,~PAp 

___ ]!<..t: .. _>\."'l .. I ~I(_I_L,:: __ :<,r:::JJJ_ _________ , __ ···-------··---- --- --------·-----·------
GO TC! ?S9 

355 IF<FD/F3-l.u2l3B3,383•334 --- .. 3 8 3- r;!r~-;;, i' .. ·;·- ·f- .. - .. - .. - .. -·-·- .. --·------ .... -----·------------------------- .. ---·------------
384 IF(~RATI 372,381,381 ----3-81- ":jij" ·- 3 8 ·.=z- ·-i·-; -.- -f;·i~ p ~1:F~-------- ----- ~-- -·- -- ·---- --- ·- ·----- -------- -·------ ---- .. -· .. -------

G') T'J 369 
372 DO 373 I = !,~cA~ 

----373-YCii')··-=--2-;*f'3ffi--..: xc·(i > 

GO ro 374 
----"362-bo -361--r-; 1,-r\ifi-'IP: 

X'3S(ll ~ X3(ll 
~-r-·.xs t .. I .. l ··~·-·x·c··(·r·, ·- ··------------.. --

F!3 = FC .. ··- '3 71_T:l_o_-3 ;:-;;- -~ ··;;- y,-'Joil,~"- · ·· ··--- _ .. · .... ··-·- · ···· ·· -·-- ·· 
366 XC(!)= 2.*X'3<II- X3SIIJ 
3i4 .. ~iqftE OUTPU-T t A. DE 3, 367 .. 
367 FOR~AT (lZH RAT RERUN! 

... ·3·6-8--NR.Il.T. =- .. NRA. T + 1 

GO TO 334 
369 -n=· .. CNST .. E"P- ::.--111 ~ y,-3 7 J' 



370 DO 380 I = l,~PAR 
Dv 1 n-~-- ufrn-
D 1 ( I l = :) 2 ( I l 
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A.3 

-------D-:2-\fT- ·=- --.,z,J,lifCT J ---- -·--- ·- -·--- -·-- -·-- ·-- ----------------------------------------

f38(!) = (f)2(il + D1(llll2· + (([)l(!l- D:ltlll-tD2(ll-')l(Illll6. 
---)ff1TJCCn-=--z;*1}Z (TJ- :..::;rr 1T+-- r·r D:rf: Y~'5fr1lT-~-(1lTf1 T~-JJ(1Tl-f!L_?_ -- ----

dB(NPARSl = X(~PARSl - ~Tt~PARSl 
---cr-."\L"L' D lFFr:-~- T·!P'\i'S, ·:Jc:> ;c-:;·, :J:.l .o I .\fc-~'fP-Ar~·;-JPL 'JT ;Ns TED, L.vJAx, L\1T.,.,,-,-l -

xrNPARSl = XtNP\~Sl + 2.*1T(NPARSl 
--------1\JR:&:r =--~r- --- --- -- -- ----- -

NFCN = NFOl + l 
-------D"fAx-:-1)\lb;lC-+ T5 EL--- -- ... - . - ------------------------------------------------ -

L~AX = D~AX + ,5 
---rF-.lN-=> TEP-NF(:\l)1;r.-:z·r-z-·--- -

5 'J 0 S T E P = l , 0 
------- NC_Y_N-:- -r------- -------- -· --- -·-- -·---------- ---.-----------------------------------

\~ T ( 2 l = \H S * X ( 2 l 
- --s-30- i)() ·s 3 2- T-:- T,-\T.Dl\ T-C--------- -------- ·------------ -----------------------------

532 DINCtl l = J,Jl*AdSF(WTtll l 
CALL DIFFER r FF>~s-;·c;·;--r-;-x-·5-n! N"'C,.--, :rr~p...-_r.I.\"'"R-,...-!""P,--L'"'OI.'ii5T t: P, L \1AX, UV\ IN) 

534 GNOR~ = .J,O 
------- D(f -52 I- -r-: -1-;NPll ~-- ----------------------------------------------------------

521 GNOr~'-1 = G"!OR'1 + ABSF(G(i)I'.-/Tt:ll . ------- c,~rcm·,r-=- -Gr\lor''{-+- ~ -z---------------------------------------------------------
535 \'/RITE OUTPUT TAPC: 3•435•F•tX(Il•I=1,NPA.R:O ),(G(Il• 1=1o:NPARl 
54J DO 541 I - 1,NPAR 
541 EXVEC ( I l = -G (: l I ( G~lOW--1*'-'IT (Ill 

------- D(f -548-T-: l-, ~'fL5.4R-- ---------------------------------------------------------
IF ( EXV>OC( Ill 543t5t+3t544 

---543-sl!-)-~--~r;------------------------------------------------------------------

GO TO 545 
544 S ( I l - 1, 
545 EXVEC(! l = A'3SF( EXVlcC( Ill 

---5-46-~xva n-,--;- so-Rf f'T(xv E:cxr f 1-----------------------------------------------
548 EXVEC(IJ = S(Il*EXVEC(Il 

------- \{qTf ~-oJf rDY -fA F>r -:3; 4 _3_5_; fC:xVE c 1 lT; I ;y;NP ;~:rr,- ;GNcfR-'~- ------------------

569 DO 57tl I = 1 ,NPAR ' 
XS(!J= X(Il + EXVEC(!l * 1.-JT(J) 

570 G'3(IJ = G(ll 
--------I Yf 'is T -~-p.:- -N-(Y.~ ·; 5-i2; 5 Y2-,-5 71-----------------------------------------------

572 CALL DIFFER (NPARS,GS,F'3tXd,DI"lC•NP~R,IPLOT•NSTEP•LMAX•LMINl ------- C;-0- f o-- -9-ci9-- --------------------------------------------------------------- -· --- ~--

571 CALL DIFFER tNP~~S,GS,FJ,X3,DINCo~PAR,JPLOT•MSTEP•L~AXtL~INl 
573 \vRITE OUT~01:JTT~~P-E--j·;-435;r·3-;-(xs·r I l, I=l•NPARS l •(G3( I l •I-1 •. '-JP:'\R) ___ _ 
580 DO 59J I = ltN?AR -------1 ~c f G ~ .. (-I-)- I G (-I-ff 5 ·s·5-,-58 5-,-5·9 ~3 --- --------------------------------------------------
58 5 'II T ( I l = 1.v T ( I l I 2 , 

-- -59Yc6Nt i '\fiJC-- ---- -- ------ - -- -
605 DO 610 I = 1oNPAR --xTiT-;; )(3(Ti____ ----- ---~··-·· 

610 G(!l = GS(Il 

····---·-------------------- -----------

---6io_'N_c_YN--:;---I'JcyN- -;- ---------- ~ -- -------------- -------- ~---- ------------------- --
Go T'J 534 

---99<rc~~CCE:-iCrf - --- ---- ----

E::.:.N;.:)=--------------··- -····- _ ····---··- -------·-------· -----------
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-- ---- YJB"I~O:JT rKI~C:- -rn~FER -rl\l o·z~~~s;G-,-v,-:R >DT\fC> NCY.I\~•l1:5LOr, ~~~r0~~ '"~-;:>.-x-;nl:\ff- JC4 -----
') I ·'1 E '1 S I 0 N G ! 1 'J ) ' X ( 1 J ) ' D I N C ( 1 0 ) • G F ( 10 ) ' X T ( 1 J ) • :IT ( l :) ) 

---;:---- --rqr•;·-s,T3R:J'Jf;·'l ':: co'v\PTJTE: S T '-1 CDER IV AT I 'v'c V': C To" G ( I l :W TAKING 
r F!NIT':: JlFFElANCES - - POINTS AR':: CALCULATEJ TO TrlE AL3E3RA!CLY 

---r:_----- -L-A~R-,~'0~ $1'5':: 'j-F -n:-rc--:::<::1\JTRA c· V:t\Cr:JE: -;·--so· Tt~li rn:j::·· f)-ER' I 1/~HVE- -fs- '1CJ-f-----
C CALC~LATEJ ~y~~ETRiCALLY 

---------1)\J- -z:~ -l- -= -y-,- i-o· --------------------------------------------------- -------------------

2 ·J X I ( I ) =X ( I ) 
------C([T:--1::-CtS'TifY[)f, '-fAX;;~ l':;x·;crinr-----

F= CHIT ---------- -rr P~6~1-,-T5;2YiT I')--------- - --
25 JDLOT = .] 

------------ DC:f-T:)i)--f -;::-1-;:ifpi'\Jf- ------- --- . -------------------------- ------------------------------ -----

XT!!)=X!ll + ::JI."JC(!) 
-----rc A:-cc-:. LAs ( J 0 L'J 'f, "~ l\ X -;-;:;:;r-:r,-x!;c '1 I T l 

FO = C:-IIT ---------x-rr"rY='lcr-ry-----------------------------------------------------------------------
10') G!Il=(F'J-r- l/F 

---- -ff0-- Rl:'-f\JR~I------------ ------------------- -

-------------
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B. FORTRAN listings of subroutines DIFFER and ELAS 

written by Dr. N. K. Glendenning and modified by 

B. Wilkins and R. Pehl for use in search-routine analyses 
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---------- SUB"ROOITNE- IT"S ( Tp-cor,MI'\X o"!TNoX ,--c'-1 ITT --------------------- -·13:· I- ----
C ELASTIC SCATTERING N K GLENDENNING 

or MTI\fSTcm-----CFrrnmr;nrrmn--.-s--rtJTTU1JToTHfTB--J-,--cRsxrra··n-.--RD~H1··r·s~3-,-,----
x RELA!l83l • 

-------- -)(-- -,-RfiDlT80 1·; C:1J l 18U!; :SDTT8 J-;-,-G(j T T81J f; ASL r 1 i)u,-9 0 i ------- -·------ --- --
X •PHIR!lJJ),PHII!lUU) 

---------:x---,-CR1TfJ Jl-,-r54Ti'ITTJOl-,-i!/TS-! yo·u f 9 XTfO i --,----------- C:HfS f 1v'J f -------
c 

C Hl•H2 INTEGRATIONSTEPS,Hl FOR FIRST 2J ST~DS ---r------- -----R1-ft15( ______ - --=---·- -"'llTCRT~G -RA::lTUS - --- --- ------ ----------- -----

C DTHET t\NGLE I NCRE·'-1ENT -- -c:---- --------ELXI5-------- :----- I_-A-'3 Tr\fEfmr uF -PRCrJE CTTLE-- -- - -------------------. 

C C'-1P PROJECTILE IV1ASS IN .'\'-1U 
c OH TARGt: I M.ASS IN P.HU 
C ZZP PROD'JCT OF C!-I.A.1~GES -- -c:----------- -Mifx--------- :-----;~fAX f~l:if-1 T- r:rA.VE- ·coc•TD'Jr:::--3---- -----------------------. 
C VR REi\L \'IEL.L c::>EPT--1 --- c:--- ---------\IT----------:------ TW&:G T 'f'I-RY- f.ECC- DEf5fri--- --- -.. 

C RO = RADIUS PARAMETER MULTIPLYING A**l/3 
C R l PROJECTILE RA.')""'i'JS 
C TOTAL RADIUS = RO * A**l/3 + R1 ---c:------ ------------------------- couC:cF·fB--Rii.DTU s-:- !~5- T,- -~t;>r *1 TS-- ---------------------. 
C AO SURFACE THICKNESS OF REAL WELL -- -c:--- ---------so-----------;----- SURFI'i c:r-f :=lTC~<Nc'S_s_ -o:=- -en·;;: ST'·i,\R'r 'TT c-------------. 
C ALPHA IF = J THEN PURE SAXON I~AGINA~Y WELL 
C IF = 1 THEN DURE GAJSSIAN SJRFAL~ WELL 
C IF = dETWEEN THEN LINEA~ MIXTURE 

---c:------------3 ETA--------:-----TF--:; -l:f T"l Uf --;q-,~- =-l~ 6------------- --------------------. 
C IF = l THEN RW J!FFERENT FROM RJ ---c:------------- :\i'Y:5'E------ ---;,----- n- -p-o sTf filE:- -6' An-TN- F~'.fiSTE~':f----------------------. 
C . IF 7ERO OR NEGATIVF THEN DATA/RJTH 
C !~LOT 0 NO PLOT 
C 1 PLOTS START,D --- c--------------------- -----------2---PL. oYs-s t'A~qf~f)-,-8 8------------ ------- ... ---------- --
C 3 PLOTS START•D,aa,A,d,C,RAT RERUN ---(-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF !NJFF - ~71 111,524,111 
111 NUFF - 37 

________ L ~-=-~r:> ... ! _N~L)! ___ TA'= s __ 2_•_lt 2.9-' _(':! ~.S:.'<..•_ 'S.l :':1! -~ ~ C:JQ _,_:'-!_QQ~-' _<_!2 ~_!_!'-_!_-!.~ l! __ -!. ~ =.'~)__:'J_! ::<-lOHQ !. __ . 
490 FORMA.f !F5olt315/ !7F10.4) I 

WRITE OI.JTDUT TAPE 3t493,(9.ATA(JJ), JJ = KIN,KENDl ---- --;;9 3- FOri :--ii\t- --i 1.2 F -fr): 4Tf2 F 1 o -.-4/12 Yfo~ 4-,--------------------- ----- --- -- .... -. 
------'2"-- READ INPUT TAPE 2•49l.J.JE1\ID.!'.HS!JKl, JK = J.JFNOl 

4 91 · F 0 R MAT ! 2 I 5 I ( 14 F 5 • 3 ) l ---~~- ---

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•494•!WTS!JKI• JK = J,JEN0) ----- -;; 94- F-oR~ ~T--C 2 4 F-5-.-3 I ·z-4-F 5: y,- .... ---------------------- ----------------------------- ----
10 READ INPUT fA. 0 E 2•5JO,Hl,H2•RMAX,THETM•DTHET,JPLOT,MINEXP,~AXEXP ---------- \ifl~i'Gl. E:--; -fy--(f;~ /ST'iiEf--+--1: :Jo_f __ - -------------------- -------------------. 

!F!NA.NGLE-180115,15,SOO 
---156-.516-~K:-=·i~~~if.Yi'G--;:_--E---·-----

il,=K 
--- -.... -- - .. -T-i-i'CK -,;-(A;.:: 1.~ 1~i6f •-fET'- .. - -------

THill= :J,10c-J7 
-------- · - 'ffl\·:5r!<. l ;,-f.~! 'KY,_; -- 'lf.T74-'r3z9 ') r::.:-or ·· ---- ··-- - --- · --- ··-·· ·· · ···· ·- ··--- ---------- · 

CO!KJ=CO~F!RAD!Kll 
-----:-~""o'< -;-;K-.;-I~..:""s'--"1 N F ! R~l\iSTKc-;1...:/,..,2"'.---;-1 *""* 2--------------------------- -~----- .... --------------

16 GO!K)=LOGF!SO!KI l 
20 RE_L\_6_ F.J-PUT - '(A,'i5C -z--,-51 o~ E:L 4 3-;-o;1.6; cHt.; z zo ;·::~ &.x ,cr;;!>{--- -------



-------z:-Kr~-f&:.,z-:::·· -,f.~ X- -:_:--r --- ·--- ------ ··- -
DO 71 ~ = l,~4~~L~ 

----------c"':l- c::- C'J\v:T------------- .. -- -·-. 

tSL{1•Kl = l.ll 
'\.;-[·r~r.-<·f--:: co { ~T----
0n 51 L = l·~~AX 

6•.l ACI_(I_+2•'() ~ -- ··-- ---· -x·-- ----- r-:t- ---~--1-~--,- -----------------
')J 7·' L ·:: l ~ \1'~_L,X 

----c-c-~-~---r-· ------
7:1 .'\SL{L•'<l = (2,*CL + 1ol"·\SL!L.d.l 

----- "5)0- FCir~~'l 'A r Tsn<Y:4; 3P~I-- ----------- ·--·- --- -------- ------------ -----------
510 FQR~AT !4F1J,6,2!10) ------- ··sz~r- 'itf --~-- x··rr f-------- ----------------- ------- ·- ---------- ------------- ·-- --

vI = X ( 2) 
-------- ----y;:i)·;-yfTi ----~----- --- .... 

525 '3iJ = X!4l -----. - .... - R7f-='- xT·s- f-- .. --------- .. - .. - ............. - ... .. 

R1 = X!6) --------- .. ?.'{-=- :x-(f)------------------ -·-- -·--- .. ----- .. ----- .. --------------- .... - .. -

1\LPHI\ = X!Bl 
ar:r.'l- X!9l 
KJ~Jf = X ( 1(1) 

B. 2 

----- -s:zg -r~t-=--- R-;f~rc:~ff"1'"-~ru; 3j-3-33 3_3"_3_- ---------------------------------- ·-- ---------------

R= .'~E + Rl 
---------- '<.'.fs;:-?. "'{1f(r;:; F'"ii"J; 3 ":33-:3 3 3 T:>-------+-RT-------- -------------------- .. ,---------

53J CALL JPTIC(~,ELAJ,(~o,cMT•ZZP,R •AJ,J), RE,VR,VI•ALPrlA,~AXoR~AX, 
_____ X. ___ rl1~Y2~ Pr! I'', P~l I, '~T~i'Tp·;:·R- ;(y; S I G, CK, EfA.R;.'S";'JETA, L"f1\:T""'----·----· 

C LJJP J~ A~GLE 
----- -f-5~]- D-~f--- 31J-5--- ~(=-f; ~tAf~-GC E-- ------ -·------ ---- .. ------------------ --· -- .. -------------

Y=ETI\"GO!Kl ·- -------- z-=- -~ T\ -~-z- ~ 1 so-c.~ l------- -------------------------------------------------------

SU~1 = -l * CJSF!YJ 
SUM2 - l * SINF!Yl 
RUTH!KJ = !Z I CKl**2 . --c:------ FJ-OP -oi'.f -c- ;,j/.fi!E--------- ------------------------------ ·----- -- .. - -------------
DO 2JJ ~=1,MMAX . ---------'(=-As L. 1-vf ;,;_: 1--------------------------------- ·---------- --- .... -- .. -- .. -- ·-
z 2•*!SIG!Ml-S!Gl1l l 
51- SINF!Zl 
CS= COSF!Zl 

.. -------- :;-u,H-;- ·s\J'-11- -+-1- ·c·s-* c:-R-fc~)- :..- ·s r -'l,-cf 1 '·1·-,·- r-* -y--------- .. - .. ---- -- .. ---- .. ---
2Jll SUM2 = SU\12 +! CS *CIU1J + SI *CR!'v1l l * Y 

. --------- c-R-SX ( K-l--~-(SUr~ I .. *-*2 -.+--stJ"iz .. --:f;~z--J-fCK:J'~*-2" .. - .... ------------------------ .... --
30J RELA(K) = CRSX!Kl/RUTrl(Kl 

-----TF--! 1v106-E l :305, 3'55;:3~-----
301 DO 303 K = KJ~,KEND 

--------------· ·-·-------

- -:3'5 3- ~~(f 4! :<.-J--~- )-4-f A 1 .':TfRIJTHfK:)- .. ----- ------ .. ----- .... ----------------------------
WRITE OUTPUT TAP~ 3•493o!0ATA!UJ) • JJ = KJN,KENDl 

--~·ooc .. = ·· J ... ...... ........... .. -· ................ ·------------------·-- ------------------·---

305 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•7JO 
---------·--·- 1Tq:T-T"E: ___ 0Jt p·:jt T ~A.-F>E ___ 3-;7"f-0,-ET~--A-B-;-·e-.\1p· ~ ()~t---,-zz-p--;-vr:<,-vT·;·AI._-p-HA; 3CT A·-;·1{5-;R·I--;----

X RW,AJ,3Q,ETA,CK 
------ W~-f"fE-- CfUfPlfT- -rAP_t_ -3; 7"2--..-s·- ----------------
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400 M~=(~ANGLE+2)/3 
4zu ~cr~Trz··=r;w;;.r·----------------- -- ··-·- __________________________ B_,__3 

I= ~1'1+'< 
---------T=--r+1VI'-'1 _________________ -------·---- -- --

430 'IIRITE OUTP'JT TAPE 3•730,T:-I(K),CRSX(K),I~Eli1(Kl•TH([),CRSX(!), 
-------1(-----,~EL ATrT9 TffrJl-,-cRS X:TJT;REl:A r Jl-- --- ------ ------ .. ------------ --------- ·-- -

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•750 
----,.,R~E-1'\C'=J-. ···- ------- ---·------ --- ----------·--·-·-----------

DO 44J t~=l•"'~A.X 
--------c-="M-= r----- ----------------- --· ------- ·- · · --· -- -·- -- ------ ·--- -·- ----------------------

TAN= 2.><CR(\1)/( 1.-2.*CI ("!)I 
-------- TR"AK!S- :-~ ;· * 1 -e-n "11 :.:cT r 1"1TlHFZ "'G{T\71 T .,.,n<z r------ - 7 -------------------------------

C=L 
---'R"'CA<::-~E7ic:·+ ( 2.*C+l;'f*TR!iN::> ----------------~---

440 \vRITC: OUTPUT TAPE 3>760•L•Ci~(:v,),C!(:Vii•Sl:::i(iVil•PHU~U~J,P:-illU·1l 
-------2-- -,-r lirr, Tf<.A.i\f:S- ---------------------------------------------------------------

REAC=REAC*3o14159/CK**2 
------- -- wr~TTE- CfJfPDT ·ri\Pc -3; 7TU---- --,-Rt:AC------------------- -.. -- ---------- -- ·----

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3•74Q,~AX•RMAX,:-11,H2 •RlNTP 
so:J CHIM - o.o 

CHIST = J.J ----81 o -K.--,; -1------- .. -----------------------------------------------------------------

815 GO TO 82-J ----817- K.- -,;-K:- +- -1- .. ------------------------------------------ -·- ·---------------------
820 AA = K 
83U TH(Kl =(All. -1.J«OF-i"~T 
848 !F(TH(K) -CHECKI817,850•850 

----850-DYIT-;-Ti1'ECAlYf-+--R-ELA-((+i1_1_*frS.D..YtlfR1--+--r'5i'iTAT!<:+1TI __________________ _ 
REL = RELA(KI - RELA(K+1l 

-------- ffA-f-:;- [)Af i\ 1 K.T-.: -T)-Af A 1 K-+-1 f------------------------- -----------------------
C:-ll(KI = ({RELA(KI + R':U\(1(+1)- (D.ATA(KJ + !),\TA(K+1))l! 

X :~ T S ( K I I <~~~Z /DTiJ~---------------

IF (DAT/RELl860,870,870 . -- ·a 6,5- C-HT s T ~-,- --:;- ·r -(~E C :.sA f T /\{f s ( !<Tf-* * 2Tr5Tv72-:----- ---------------- ... ----------
GO TO 39;) 

---870- c~'-ff s T K.-,- -:;- l R-E C- :.-fitlf T l'lf sUT is5RYF f 5 Tv'f------- -------------------------
890 CH!S(KI = A~SF(CH!S(KII 

I F ( c H r s ( 1<1---- 5o -~-FJ J ;)·-, -=-9""o-=-o-, "'"9 J 3 
903. CHIS('() = 50 • 

. - --9J Ei- TF fcATfK:)- -;_-- -§ :T;·,-9<:5 6-, siJ 6; 'io1------- ---- -·---------- -----------------------
907 CHI ( '() = 50. ·- ---9 0 6- -c-HIM- -;- -c rl1 ~--+- c-~ff fK 1----- -·------ ------------- .. --------------------------------------

CHIST = CYIST + CH!S(Kl 
--=9--o-=-1-1 FTK·-::-KEN.i)Ti!I7-:;962-,9-0i -- ---

902 CHIT = CHI~ + C:-IIST 
---96 5-·;,1Rfi'E:_o_ufi>l.1f-f AP-C3 ~9-16; ci=l-rf"- .. --- - . ~ (eifi~~------c-;-ffs r-------- ---

910 FORMAT( 7H CHIT=F12.4• 7H Crli~=Fl2.4• 7:-1 CriiST=F12o4 /1H1l ------- _1_i=_f -I P-L-6f") _5_9_6 ;· s·riJ~-4 5iJ- --- ·- .. ----------------------------------------
450 DO 470 K=l•Nil.NGLE 

Y - ~~~l.-1\-TK:T ______ -----------··· 
CYCLE=MAXEXP-MINEXP 

-------- -N-P CoT-=-- -1 Tfo-; I c'f"(C E- *-u-~-,;; 3 4-3--* L.cY::iF' r· Y i fj ~- ;~* ,~-f:.:S;:: x f:>,-+ J ~ 5 
CALL GRAP:-i(NPLOT,J,JI . ------- -y--,; -!SAYA ( K i--- --- ----- ·- --------------- -

NPLOT= IOO.!CYCLE *Oo4343 *LOGF(Y/10•**MINEXPi+0.5 
cALL G r~ A PH ( NP{-0 T, 44, =-i-,------ -· ------------------- · ·- ----------

470 WRIT~ OUTPUT TAPE 3•780~TH(K) ---·-roo -FORMATT- ---- --39Al--- -EL A Sf f C -,:X. A TTER- l N0- ·ows:s· -sEtTf5t\J-T -, ;-,-,---------
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7lU FOr~,'-'!IT ( 9f-l ELA:l=Fl0.6, 8H C"i-''=F lJ.6, il:-1 :::·~T= B.4 
---xf!'TJ.&, BH ---yz_-p-;f'TT.;6t/-7ri ____ VR~t=D·;; -;·-- ------~ri----,>r=·----

XFl0·6• lOH ALPHA=F5.3, 8H BETA=F3.l// 7H RJ=FlJ.6• 
------x----TI-'l----- --R l=TfJ; 6-,- ------- -7~i---- -~"i'=T'b ~ T,------------ ----- --------------------

X 7f-l A0=FlJ.6, 7H 30=Fl0.6// 
------x---·-gq··--- -ETJ\~=-FIJ-.-6-; ---- -6~- -----<:=fl-:J; S ;-;-r-- ----------------- --. ------------------

720 FOR~AT! ll3H THETA CRSX CRSX!RUTH THETA 
x Ci~s:x·----CRS'X71~lJTH-- --rriETE: ____ ----c"R"S'X -- --c;~5XT'rQT:-ii_l_l ---------

730 FORMAT! 3(JPF12.l,lP2El3.4l) 
---140-f()l'('r),4, TT'h1T ____ ·cr;;;I\Y=Tr;- -9-:'1 - -- --r~:;;;.z\X =·F1 J--.-4 9-- 7"-f----- -i'fl" F 1.) .A- • --T--f --- ·_yz:---

X Fl0.4, 1·-JH RINTP=Flv.4//l 
--15-J--FOR-M4.1T---1T'I'TJ---- ----------- C-- ------------cR ------------- -- ------ ---- Cl 

X PHIR Prill T;;N 76u FOR:Yl/1 f! 110, 7t.1"5'~--31 _______________________________ _ 

77-J FORr~Af! 28HJ REl>,CTIO:~ CROSS SECTIO,\! =1Ptl5.5l 

-----------STG --"--

l(L)//l 

----180- FO'Kell'i nTH+ ·nf;6: T-------- --- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------

590 GO TO !lU,2J,59ll•~ONT ---5'91- -Rl:-IIJRl'f ___________ ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------------------- ------

6'J0 Cfi.Ll EXIT 
t:.ND 
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